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(Editor's note: This is the final installmem of n :hree-part :seri.:s· exploring the
pm:alence of marijuana cultfration, sale
am/ 11se in Carbondale. The pmious storie.• can be fo11nd 011-line al ll.1111:dailyeg;pt!an.com).
The day before spring break began,
Kim and two companions from her resid:nce hall were kicking oock. passing
around a bong :md sharing their vacation
plan.~.
Then, a knock or. the! door later, a
founh person entered the room and the
lives of the three mends. This unexp..-ctcd
i~truder was a member of the Uni\·ersity
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Housing staff.
Such incid:nts are not uncommon in _
SIUC residence halls. Since· 1993, the
number of people written up for marijur
na violations has increru;ed by more than
300 percent - from 89 dl!ting the 1993300
1994schoolyear, to309in the 1996-1997
year.
250
. And S:eve Kirk, assistant director of
Residence Life, said these numbers seem
200
to reflect an incrca~ in the use of the drug
in University Housing.
150
"I think if we look at the experience
that we have here in ternlS of what we're
100
filing reports on, !"think very.d:linitely
marijuana use (in the residence halls) .
seems to be increa.~ing," he said.
Kim, who consid:rs herself know I-·
edgeable about the signs of marijuana u.,;e,

Marijuana
in
Carbondale
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years ago," she said. "And SIUC as a
whole is pretty closeJo the nationals."

. said use of the drug on the SIUC campus What is Housing doing to
. is commonplace.
.
h
"You can smoke pol anywhere (on
alt the marijuana use?
campus)," she said. ''I walk home through
When Kim was confronted by the
Thompson Woods every nig!:I and I caii Housing st.'lff mcmb::r, she s:.id that she
smell it - over by. the _pavilions (by . confessed that she wa.~ smoking marijuaCampu.~ Lake) and on the other side of na and was non-confrontational in the
campus (University Park). You walk hope thr.lthe staffer would not involve the
around Saturday night coming home from police. Kim's hope for no police involve. aparty,andyou'Ui.ceitandsmcllitgoing ment wa:; re.jistic; but she was not so
• on.'~
lucky....,., she wi:_c; arrested.
.
She added that in her resid:nce hall,··
University Housing's policy con.::emthc use of the marijuana is prevalent
ing marijuana is not designed to come
"It's just as common as people drink-. down• hard . on : those who . are caught
. ing," she said. "And if you've ever lived smoking for the fust time. · ,
· in adonn,you know that people are going .
."I think we take.the other drugs (hard
to sit down and· have a beer whenever drugs) much more seriously,". Kirk said.
they want to.": . .
.
.
''The stance we've adopted is that if we
Barb Fijolck; wellness coordinator at catch you .with just simple marijuana
· the SIUC Wellness Center, said evidence · usage, we are going to sit down with you ·
CAUGHT:·. :Thomas performs ' a . hased un voluntary surveys shows that the and t:ilk llhout why we think that's a pro~
routine I.D. check 011 dorm residenls number of students nationwide who .:re at : lem. ·
·
.
· :
caught smoking marijuana last week. ~~:.perimenting with marijuana is on.
"Ir we ;went. in and it. sm,e.lled like

The situation was then turned over to . . "College srudents overall :ire reporting
~niversity Housing offici?ls.

.

. ~re.~juana use than they did say five
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_inequities of the 1997PcnsionBilL
However, SIU President Ted Sand:rs says
the actions taken by the commission might
gougeasizableholeintheUni\'ersitybudget
An ongoing struggle between the staffers,
some Springfield legislators and University
administrators 1.'0nceming the health care
item of Hou.,;e Bill 110 has resulted in a victory for Uni\'ersity workers who d:mand the
. comprehen~ive health care coverage they
were promised be retained.
Pommier, a receptionist at the Southern
Hills Apartment Complex opposed to HB
II0's health care line, was in Springfield during the commission hearing.
·
·
"I'm smiling f1om ear to ear," she said.
"This wa.~ a J11:1jor victory because if it had
not made it through the Pension Laws
Commission. it would be very difficult to do.
But, we did prevail by the largest margin of
any bill brought before the commission.
''This has restored my faith in the power of
government. When we see good men and
women working to redress a wrong, 11 makes
us i,ce that we're being he:ird."
HD 110 initially was designed to boost
Illinois pensbn benefits ranked 48th in the
nation, a goal . it readily accomp]jshcd.
However, in f.ugu.~t, a small group of SIUC
faculty and staff members found fault with
the bi:I. criticizing its line requiring retirees
with fewer than 20 years of service to assume
5 percent or their health care premium costs.
The grou{) has grown to include about 700
SIUC wi>rken; nnd other university employees around the stale. 'They maintain that the
bill undercuts the segment of workers wh,
. recently ·st:irtcd working for the state and ben. efit~ employees who have bt.'Cn in the system
for nlOl'C than 20 years. They also contend the
,1egislation favors administrators with higher
incomes because their pension benefits will
: offset the costs incurred from paying their
health care premiu~
. The Pension Laws Commission took these
gri_evances , int~· consideration Wednesday
when it voted to approve an amendment
;··spar.sored· by Sen. Dave Luechtefeld. R;· Okawville, '. which would allow State
University Retirement System and State
_,. Employees Retirement System workers to
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Recycling prr()gram s~~•G eXpari~ion - . Southern Illinois•
GOAlS: Plant Service and
Operations projecting higher
recovery of materials next ye~r..

: CARBONDALE
· Red Cross blood drive
in student center today

MIKE BLESKI .
DAILY EGYl'TIAN ilETOitTt:R

While America Recycles Day relishes its
inception, Marian Brown considers every
day to be an opportunity 10 stretch the life of
recyclable materials.
··
·
Brown, the associate director of SIUC's ·
Plant and Service Operations, is dedicated_
10 improving the recycling conditions on the
SIUC campus.
Brown said SJUC has experienced an
increase from a recovery of .486 tons or
recyclable materials for 199610 a projected
r~covery of671.5 Ions for 1997.
_
SIUC Plant and Service Operations,
which assumed respo,-~ibility for the campus recycling program Jan. I, 1996, ha.~
expanded the program lo. every academic
building on campus and to facilities leased
by the University al the Southern Illinois .
Airport.
Although Brown is proud of the SIUC
Recycling Program's progress, she admil~
that much remains lo be accomplished.
"We're pleased, so far, but not content,"
Brown said. "Righi now expansion into
University Housing is our goal."
The department's first recycling efforts
with University Housing expansion, a pilot
program al Thompson Point, has experienced a sluggish start.
Carla Gallik, a lliompson Point resident
and co-coordinator of the Thompson Point
Project, said the program has been implemented slowly.
Gallik said she hopes that Thompson Point
wi!I sen·c a.~ a model for others to follow.
''Our goal is 10 mak"e recycling a part of

Cums K. BIA51/U,ily q:yrtian

SAVE AMERICA: Chris Kolter, a graduate siudcr;t in geography from
Mundelein, tries lo get students lo pledge Wednesday afternoon in the S~dent Center
to recycle for America Recycles Doy on Saturday.
everyday life," Gallik said.
· Brown said that operating under a budget
of about $60,000 per year makes difficult any
progress beyond maintaining existing condition~. ·
"We simply don't have enough funding 10
be where we would like 10 be," Brown said.
Having recently applied for the $50,000
Round 16 Recycling Gr.mt, the SIUC
Recycling Progmm is ~:eking stare support for
the second lime in less than a · year.
In April, the SIUC Recycling Proyam's
application for a S50,000 state grant, funded
by the Illinois Department of Commerre and
Community
Affairs,
was
denied.

Gus Do_de

JACKSON CO' .. rY
Snow and rain ,nay be fault·
for fatal car acci~ent

Gus says: How much con I get for
recycling my books?

SEE RECYCLE, l'AGE 8

_Russians study U.S. school system
• ·

·

·

i •· ·

·

; the s:une mist.'lkcs (Amcrica·s) system,; made.~;.

ncs.~' there :tic JitTerent

intervention stages

·· PROBLEMS: School ofSodal .· ·,carlyon." ·:.:., :~· }'::': , , ·" ,. •. '.' .. •:~~sucha~psyciK>logicalhelporinpatien1or<?.ul-·
Work helps foreign committee
The group a11c11dcd prcscnt:1tio11~ made by patient~-~
•
··
,
professors in the School of Social Work about
Martin B. Tracy, profcsso_r and director of
disabled school children and substance abuse. the School or Social Work, said social solu. · The IO Russian administrators and ecluc:1- lions lo problems are just beginning lo scr.llch
.1011;- visited SIUC for five days 10 examine the surface.
.
existing social systems in America. Members
"Social services, the type (Russia) is lookof t11e group represented dilTcrcnl geogrnphi- ing al, did not exist during the Communist
cal area~ of Russia.
·
period," Tracy said. "For 70 lo 75 years, they
Connie Baker, instructor and undcrgrJdu- · didn't have those sc:-o.·iccs.. They are getting
ate field coordinator r,r the School of Social back to where they once were."
Wonc, made a presentation on youth subTr.icy said the social models the Russians
stance abuse 10 the group. Ba.\er worked at a are studying have 10 be re-tooled so the modlocal treatment facility for five years and els can ad;:quately transfer from one society 10
teaches about substance abuse Jo graduate stu- another. This visit marks the thin! year the
dent,.
.
·
group ha.,; studied with the School of Social
Baker focused on youths ages 12 to 18 Work.
·
.
who have abuse problem~. Baker said the
Yeremina said every hip to SIUC reinRussians are interested in how schools ~u1 forces information already learned.
·intervene in the lives of troubled students.·
"fhis is not a one-shot visit. Wt! are
"We taught them that there arc ways 10
·
handle these types of problems," Baker said.
''At different poinl~ in the progress of the illSEE RUSSIA,, PAGE 8

. learn to i,clp fracrureg society.
BRIAN S. EBERS
DE CAMl'US LIFE EnrroR

Problems with implementing social programs in Russian schools brought Eler.a
Yercmina across the Atlantic Ocean .10
Carbondale, where she can closely monitor
America's social adaptation of similar problems.
Yeremina, president of the Togliaui
Social and Economic · College, Togliaui,
Russia, returned home Thursday with information she hopes will better the fr.iii social
·
condition of her country.
"111c United States has experienced drug
dependence and the mainstreaming of the disabled," Yeremina said. "We will· look al
(America's) expericr.cc and try not 10 make

The Southern Illinois chapter of the
American Red Cross is concerned that
there will be a blood shortage because
of the Thanksgiving holiday weekend.
"We do not have blood drives
planned for Thanksgiving Day, yet our
region uses a 1,000 pints daily," said
-Vivian Ugenl, coordinator of blood drives for the American Red Cross in the
Southern Illinois region. "We are trying
lo get the blood supply to an adeq!!ate
level so that there is not a need 10 have
emergency drive.~ on Thanksgiving."
The Red Cross provides the blood
for all of the hospitals in Southern
Illinois.·
The Red Cross will be on campus
· today from 11 a.m. 10 4 p.m. al the
Student Center, noon lo 6 p.m. al
Trueblood Hall and 3 to 8 p.m. al the
Re;1c:ational Center. The Red Cross will
be at University Mall from noon 10 5
p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
For more information call 457-5258.

U· of I Springfi~Jq~-to s_~y two--year·colleg~ ·
PROPOSAL: UIS board ho s· '.' '.'sion ci0ipus tha! only offers clas~~ tojuniors_, to the pro~
.
,
· ,·:
~. . . :md SL'mors, to 1mplemcnra capital scholars _ "h's difficult to determine c:mctly what
IBHE will approve four-year -·. progmm and bccome·a four~ycar institution.-· -wa~ indicated by the 7~7 vote," he said. ' They_~

A fatal car accident occurred at about
4:30 p.m. Thursday five miles west of
Murphysboro nearTown Creek Road
and Route 149 West.
The Jackson County Sheriff's ·
Department wa.~ unable lo provide further details a.,; of pres., time.
The accident as a mix of snow and
rain covered area roads. It wa.~ undetermined if weather wa, 10 blame for the
accident. Police were still on the scene
a.,;of7 p.m.
Police said the accident resulted in
other injuries but were un:ible 10 provide
infom-.mion regarding the extent of the·
, injuries or the number of vehicles
involved in the accident.

Nation
LOS ANGELES
Hollywood cemetery
bankrup~, seeks new owner
It could be la.,I rites for one of ihc
world's most famous cemeteries.
-The bankrupt Hollywood Memorial
Park went on the auction block yesterday with hopes of finding an owner
willing 10 pay for much-needed
repairs.
· The top bid came i'! at $275,000 but
that was still less than the $500,000
minimum;The bank that owns the
mortgage will announce tomorrow
whether it has a sate;
_. The park is the last resting place for
movie legends like Rudolph Valentino,
· Cecil B. DeMille and Dvuglas
·· · Fairbanks· Senior. ·

WASHINGTON
.. ;_,The capital scholars program would allow · may not have been specifically voting against
.a'niaximum(?f55Qst11den1S into 100 four-year _UIS but against the process by which ii came
'. FBI investi~ating ambush
program,whichvi.cjildprovjdeagencraledu-.
l_olhem.
·.
·
.
.
·
_
•
_
·
.
k'll' .,
k'
WI
DE
PoUTICS EorroR
. cation ·curriculum·,with a_focus on leadership
- "And studying the ·states'· capacity_ needs
: _l mgs ·1n - a 1st an
:
-=..::..:.;~;.;;..;;;;;.;.;..;.;.;.._
, and public affairs.'-::::-:-.:::.::.:;·
'· _ · · ~ beforehand seem~ lo be a reasonable approach
. Attorney General Janet Reno says
th --- ,,.Although SIU ha.~ no fonnal position on 10 lake 10_ lookat this in a broader contcxl"
.
the FBI is looking at all theories in the
: Th d b ·
h th - • 11
: u .. e . e
0~ _w Sc .er t?i/ ~ e' ":ih~tproposaJ, sonJC administmtors expressed . . Al "jis '. Oct?ber meeting, th: m•~E
ambush killing or four Americans in .
: m\crslly o. _h_n01~ m pnngfic 10 ~me.. -"COni:cm that a four-year UIS could lead lo . announced:thal mJanuary a comm1t1cc will
-: a four-year _ms!1tuuon ended_ Tuesday m~ht 'COTT'~tition for good students and could ere- _ study the capacity of Ulinois, dctcnnine the .
Pakistan. A U.S. team also including
:-- :~~e~tga~1:~~~:rnjg·: Ky:;;:;.,ty°or
: ';hen the llhnots Boanf of· ~-bgher Education _ ·a,_c ~'slippery slope" in which othe{l\vO:year __ 'educational n~~ o_f u~ivcrsitics. and decide
• ~ot~ 7-7 on the ~l!cr-:-and the sch~!:: ·schools, including communi.y collcgcst could:. where f~ur~ycar insutclions are needed..
.
; remained a two-year mst1tubon bydcfauh•..~ ::-·recomc four-year institutions. ·"' -·::. : : : .: _ · - ': Many of the seven IBIIE_ members who . _ four oil company auditors who were
• ~low_e-;er, so_rnc_ boar~ members ~d.;. ~.,..SJU Preslderit •Ttif Sandcrnald tlx:° Siu,: voted against the proposal said the board'.
: on their way work.
. ..
, Un~vc_rs~ty of lllmo1s offic13!s say lhcy :~·,;Board orTrustccs'fii~ not !:!ken a fonnal posi- should nol vote on the is.~uc until after the.
. Reno declined c~m.~nl today on
opumisttc. that the matter wtl~ co~ lo tlie·· •tfon ·00 the issue. _\ :
: · .. , ; . co_mmil_lcc's l'CJ>?rt. · _
· the potc!ltial link beUY,cen the attack ·.;
board agam, ~I the debate w~II begm anew, ... S:mdcrs did say, how~ver, 'that .Molly
Robert:_Enghsh, an IBHE ~icmber who
.and this week's conviction of Pakistani
-and that next llmc the borud w1ll 11pprove th~ D'fa-posilo, an SIU Board ofTnistccs mcm;•_ voted against 'he _prcposal, s:ud the_ lx?ard, _. Mir Aimal Kasi for the 1993 shooting
mca~ure.
.
and 110 !Bl IE member voled again~I the should first delcrmmc how lo me~t educabon- , _. . '.oul,idc CIA hcaq·uaners.
_ At IBI !E's ,:ues~y meeting, the ~::.n1•~ -~--- proposal.
_'
__
· al_ 11t.-ed.~ Jn: Dupagc and Lake co!'nties: I le
. ·• Pakistani officials say the attack
Ile \'Ole resulted ma v1clol}' for those oppo~ :::.::.:.: ..P'Esposiio could not be rc.,ched for ·com- . s:ud D~~-_ig~ C_ounty ~a.~ a i,o~ulauw greater .
•inay have been 10 dcrai_l_ planned visits
10 the implemcnl:ltion of the program h!causc -~ ·mcnt. •
than J.m1lhon and that there. 1s_no four-year
. by Secretary of St:ite Madeleine ·
there 111:cds to re a constitutional m.1jori1y for · •· · Sanders said th,iljiis( bccaw,c sornc Inlll:r-:··" ~- __·_:, :
..
'
. A~b~g~I and President Cli~l~_n.
a successful vorc.
. ,- members voted against the progr:un th:u
The proposal called for UIS, an uppcr-{)rvi- . not necessarily indicate that they arc _opposed
SEE UIS, rAGE 6· -· ·
-~
- from Daily Ei:,,,ci.ui new, ·..-n-kn
- starus pext vote.
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Dear Editor,
fn the Nov. 5 letter to the editor,
"Americans should stop thinking by race
alone," Bill Mamer proposes a plan to rid
our nation of segregation and inequality.
This is a truly noble cause, and I applaud
his courageous effort.~. Mr. Mamer, however, seems to make some implications
and suggestions 1ha1 amplify the very
problem he seeks to eliminate.
He fails to realire that we live in a soci~
ety where race mailers. II is not a simple
task 10 ask a r:iinority to leave a box under
"race" unchecked. My ethnicity is a vital
pan of my culture, idcntit; and existence.
Asking me not to acknowledge that I am
Asian-American strips me of who I am.
l\!r. Mamer's letter also insults and disrespects all minorities by accusing us of
segregating our.;clves. He state~ that "there
are exclusive minority organizations
·
throughout this campus and the nation all with the advancement of their respective minority in mind" as if that were pan
of the problem. Obviously, it can be
argued that these "support groups for race
A, B or C," as he slates it. contribute 10
segregation. But, he again fails 10 under-

sland that these groups often are essential
for minorities to survive in this society.
His perspective clearly shows a lack of
insight into minority issues and conccm~.
He claims to believe that "diversity is only
a good thing if we hold mutual respect and
, work together as equals." However, he
does not seem to practice what he preach~.
es. Asking minorities to ignore their culture and lo abolish organizations that promote their livelihood does not show proper respect And while I'm not sure how
minority organizations are run at SIUC,
everyone at my undergraduate organization was welcomed to :mend minority
organization 111\."Clings, functions and
events regardless of their race ..
- While I agree with Mr. Mamer that
affirmative action has its share of maladiP.S, remember there have been very posith·e consequences as well. We cannot just
forget about the improv.!ments that have
come abo11t from affirmative action.
· Affirmative action needs 10 be reformed
and adjusted - not thrown out with the
. trash.
Allan I-to

first-year medical student

Ollie better than -Bill
Dear Editor,
to keep Americans hostage in return for
Rencct:ng on the upcoming visit of
concessions from our govcrnmenl. lie led
Oliver North, I cannot help but compare
efforts to destroy the terrorist capabilities
Mr. North to Bill Ointon. The results of
of Muammar Quaddafi and the Libyan
my comparison do not renect well upon
government He helped to free the innoour chief executive.
cent victims L'lken hostage aboard the
On the issue of bravery and service to
Achille Lauro cruise ship.
our country, there is no comparison.
Because of his success, North was tar·
During the Vietnam War, Bill Ointon
getcd for assassination by the world's
express-.'<! his hatred for the military,
de.ldliest terrorist, Abu Nida!.
.
dodged the draft and even led protests of
On the issue of dedication to family,
the American military on foreign soil.
there again i~ no comparison. Bill Ointon
has repeatedly brought shame 10 the office
· Oliver North was proud to serve his
country. North bravely led his troops in
of president with his alleged affairs and .
Vietnam. In fact, Mr. North was awarded a philandering.
·
Oliver North has remained married and
Silver Star for gallantry, the Bronze Star
for valor and two Purple Hearts for
loyal to his wife, Betty, for nearly 30 years.
wounds in action. Oliver North gladly
Through struggles that would cripple many
risked his life to stop communism from
couples, these two have remained faithful ·
spreading across Southca~t Asia.
to each other. Their love and dedication to
. When discussing opposition to terrorone another is an example we should all
ists, the lines are again clearly drawn. Bill
follow.
Ointon has appeased terrorist~ ---' in fact
On the issues of country, freedom and
agreeing to meet with them and legitimize
family, ii is clear that Oliver North far ·
the practices of such eold-"1oodcd killers
exceeds Bill Ointon. Oliver North is a true
as Yassir Arafat and Gerry Adams. ·
American hero, and SlUC is privileged to
Oliver N(lrth has consistently taken a
have him speak on campus.
· ·'hard line.on tcJrorism. He risked his life to D.mny Piper
thwart'lhe efforts of terrorists who sought · :junior, acc.ountin!!

.MARK : TERRY, CARBONDALE LIQUOR
Advisory Board· member, and Pat Kdly, SIUC student
trustee, were wrong. They were at fault for remaining at
Paff,s Sports Bar and Grill, 622 E. M,ain St., in September
after itclosed. They also accepted responsibility for their
actions and apologi1.ed. But the way the. city handled the
situation also is questionable.
.
The problem lies with the city's policy involving
reports on hours-of~operation violations. Carbondale City
Manager Jeff Doherty said it i:; standard procedure to dir
close the names of those who are involved with the violation, in order to prove non-employees of the establishment are on the premises after 2: 14 a.m.
Including the names of such participants is acceptable
in the reports .. The problem revolves around the public
reading of the names associated with the violation. Why
was it necessary to read the names of Teny and Kelly to
the public at the Liquor Control Commission· meeting? It
docs not seem that _it was because neither Teny nor Kelly
were issued tickets or arrested. Doherty said the names
are necessary to prove the charges filed against a particular establishment. Because the names are contained in the
report, ·that would appear to be proof enough to support
the charges. .
, ·,1',;, :
Some may argue that the public has a right to know of ,
such events when it involves representatives or officials.
TI~e names in the reports are a matter of public record. If
• people needed to know who was involved, they can travel to the Carbondale Civic Center and view the reports.

Contract talk
Herrin's reinstated contract
needs tobe explained
SIUC MEN'S BASKETBALL COACH RICH
Herrin is relieved of some of pressure this basketball season, but his reinstated contract comes as a major surprise.
Only four months ago, SIUC Athletic Director Jim
Hart stunned everyone by announcing that Herrin's continuing contract would be ,;hanged to one effectively end. ing July 31, 1998. A continuing contract allows Henin's ·
position to be automatically · renewed , unless the
University decides otherwise, and Herrin had enjoyed this
loose coaching arrangement for 13 years. Restructuring
Herrin's three-year rollover contract basically fon:shadowed a death knell for Herrin 's coaching career at SIUC.
And Herrin was only notified of the change by a press
release that Hart had released to the media. This imper-, ,
,;onal action - done for a man who had compiled a 211159 record while guiding the baskc:tball Salukis to three ·
straight trips to the NCAA Tournament :- only placed a
cloud of uncertainty around SIUC's basketball program.
. Monday, Hart announced that Herrin's fonner contract
had been restored because of talks between the two.
What did they talk about? Evei;·onc knows the Salukis'
last two seasons have been extremely disappointing.with
records of 13-17 in 1996-97 and 11-18 in 1995~96. Herrin
also has been unable to recruit top talen( that woui<l translate into success for the basketball program. ·
. But al.I that the public h~s been told is that the two have
agreed that things need to get "better'' for. the Salukis Hart would not elaborate on what '.'better'' ren!ly means.
So what arc Hart and Herrin going to do to improve the
program? And iHhat key to why Herrin m.iy be sticking
·around for a while? It would be nice to know this information, as the Salukis' home-opener t6nighLkicks off ·
such an anticipated seac;on: Give us.some real answers fans deserve to know the truth.
''Our Word" 1-11:r~cnis the consensus of the Daily
Egyptia.n Editorial Board.

· IJ:11111 f,Ull ll;U ,., ..., ·:,.zc
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HOUSING

continuc<l from page 1

~•1tsomcbcxlysays. 'llowdo}OL
know what you smelled?' Then we
don't get into this·•0o you know
What action is the
what it smells like because you USC •
SIUC Police
•
it yourself'?'" he saicl;
: ,. ·
Department takmg? .
In addition to this groundwork
Jordan said a community polic- • training, Housing and SIUC Police
ing policy the department has also engage in "in-scniice" training ·
implemented over the past two that• takes place throughout the
years invoMng residence hall foot school year. Kirk said this is done in ·
patrols by officers. has contributed · seminar fonnat, and is not ncces.,;arto the increase in marijuana-related ily drug-related. These sessions are
nrrcsts.
.
hour or 90-minutc long meeting.~ in
"We want to be out of cars and which general safety issues
be more approachable and more in· cxaminr.d.
view to the staff, the Housing staff,
the faculty and the 'students," he 'The root of the issue
sai:1. "You can see and hear a lot ·
Kim said that when she came to
more on foot than you :.:an inside a SIUC _she .had only experimented
squ:1d car."·
·
· withmarijuana. But when she got
Kirk said Housing chose to here, the drug was so readily availallow these walk-throughs in an able that she started using it regularattempt at creating a safer living ly,. and she found s~ enjoyed it
environment for students, not neccs- quite a biL · '
"You can get anything you want
sarily to combat marijuana use.
"We had an agreement with the he•c (in the dcmt~) depending on ,
Department of Public Safety for a how hanl you look for it," she said.
number ,of years that they could
Although she had been exposed
come through what we call the more. . to the drug while living at home in a
public arc.a~ - the lobbies and the · suburb of Chicago, she did not feel
first floors - they didn't go up a;xl she could use it back then.
walk on the floors routinely," he
"It wasn't something you could
said "They approached us a couple do at home," $he said, ''bccau.se you
of years ago and wantC\I to try this would have to go home and be fried
'community policing' approach to in front of your parents."
have more of a police presence
For Kim, the pressures of being a
student and living in student
upstairs in the buildings."
Kirk said that although Housing llotL~ing makes smoking marijuana·
did agree to allow this incrca~ a pleasurable escape from reality.
officer presence, it did so with rescr-·
"When you li\'e in the dorms, .
you come home and throw your.
vation.
"I suppose our concern is that books down and you are still in the
when a uniformed officer walks school environment," she said.
through the floor, then quite often "You can't gi!t away from it at all.
the RA (resident adviser) ha.,; to lt'skindofcooltojustbestupidjust
explain to everybody why he was for a little while."
·.
there," he said.
But Kirk said the policy generally has gone o\·cr well with Housing
rcsidcnK
"So far the feedback we have
gotten has been positive, that people
(students) feel better," he said, "that
it's a safety kind of thing."
But while Housing ha~ agreed
principle 10 the patrols,' Kirk said 11
has recei\·cd· no SCI schedules for the
insix-ctions. Jordan said there is a
rca.~on for ,he lack of rcr.ularity.
"It's :101 a scheduled thing that
happens at· thi~ p;uticul:ir ·timc on
this particular day," he said. "We try
to be cono;istcntly inconsistent so we
don't create a pattern that people
c:m recognize."
SIUC Police Lt. Andrew Smith,
who is in charge of officer scheduling, said thi: donnitory patrols are
activitic.,; the cffi~crs take part in
whenever they have the time.
"It is ti.: officer's discretion," he
said. "We may be too busy (to do a
walk-through), you just never
know."
/'
changes took place 20 years ago. ·

marijuana and there's half a joint
in the ashtray, or there is a used
pipe, we would confiscate that
contraband. And we would tum
th::t over lo the police so tha•
there's a record that we didn't keep
it aud do something with it that we
shouldn't. But we wouldn't call
the police to h:m:. that person
arrested."
While Housing officials may
not choose to have someone arrested, when police come to pick up
the contraband, they have the
option of doing so. Kirk said lately
the . police s~em to be taking
advantage of that option, and he
believes that is one of the reasons
for the increase in University
Police drug arrests.
"In the past they would say,
'OK, here's yc'Jrrcceipt. We got it.
Thank you very much.' And in the
last ·year· or two they've taken
much more of a stance of saying,
'Who did you get this from? We
want to go talk to them,' " Kirk
said. "And there have been a number uf occasions where that has
turned into the police questioning
and even arresting a student."
While the Housing staff is willing to aid any anempl~ at law
enforcement, Kirk said they do not
enjoy seeing students arrested in
the minor-use cases.
·
"Ille staff arc not looking for
that kind of involvement," he said.
Because. University Housing
policy concerning marijuana has
not changed in ahout 20 years,
Kirk said he expects that the relatively new SIUC Police policy of
. regularly questioning and arresting
students involved in marijuana use
should lend more of a c.ltangc in
numbers.
"I think that what you're going
to find is that their change is actually a lot more dramatic than
ours," he .;aid, "becaw;e our mode
of enforcement hasn't:chang~d for
several years, and I 'think theirs
. has."
Kirk's belief is supj)Oned by
statistical evidence. University
Police has seen its annual number
of drug arrests rise by more than
1,000 percent over the past five
vears, from 10 in 1993 to 111 in
i996 - the most among Illinois
colleges. And about 90 percent of
these ca.~es are marijuana-related.
llowevcr, Dcpanment of Public
Safoty Director Sam Jordan said
SIUC Police arc not the only
University employees approaching
marijuana use differently.
Jordan said that prior to the past
few ~ears, there was not a lot of
information given to officers by Traditional training of
!lousing staff following the incidents. He said Housing personnel the Housing·
arc now better cducat.:d about
Every Aug1t,;t the Housing staff
information that need~ to be gath• (professional and student) and
ered when marijuana offenses are University Police take part in what
being written-up:
is callc;l '·pre-service" training. This
"It's an educational process for is done before stu~nt,; are allowed
both ,(lie llo~sing staff and the offi- to move into the residence halls.
cers, he said.
,
The tt:.lining includes a marijuaAlthough the amount of use in • na-awarencss activity in which
residence halls is growing, Kirk SIUC Police bum a sample of the
said University Housing al this drug. Kirk said this is done not only
time has no plans to implenient to teach the staff what to look for,
any new program.~ to combat 11. l le but also to help them recognii.e the
said Housing's marijuana policy drug's smell. ··

staff ·

PENSION

continued from page 1
c,pt out of the new pension program
and retain their original packages.
Sanders, after talking to SIU lobbyist Gam:tt Deakin, says the vote
might have serious repercussion, on
the University community. lie contench that the p-.iy-out costs associated with allowing employees to
retain their original pension packages ultimately will cost the
Univcr..ity $98 million.
.
Sanders could not provide a time

fmmc for these costs, but did say
that according . to Bureau of the
Budget figures, health
cost
expenditures could total nbout SI .5
million in the fin.t year of the legislation's enactment
·
The commission also voted to
approve language alterations ·presented by Jini Hacking, dirc:ctor of
the State University Retirement
System.· The changes were proposed in an attempt to solve what
Hacking ha.~ tcnncd "some Ullministrntivc problems."
Both alterations to· Im I JO
passed 10-2, with two public commis.~ion mcmbersdissenting. .
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RSOs decB'V:lJSCrapp~als pro.cf!ss
'
BROKE: Groups go
through procedure ._ .
only to learn no money
exists in sourc~ fund.

E···a:~:,s2
DAN
ER. S
MUSICIANS
A C T O R S

VARIETY ARTISTS
TECHNICIANS
ST1\GE MANAGERS

_Step into the spotlight
Over HO position~ a,;iilable.
Busch Gardens Williamsburg
features 7 mainstagc shows,
strolling musicians, character
actors and variety :misrs. All
cast members rccch·e FREE
CLASSES, special performance
opportunities, plus FREE access
to one of the most beautiful
theme parks in the world.

Make plans now to audition:
·.Thursday, November 20
10am -1:30pm
Millikin Unive~ity. Decatur, IL
Richards Treat University.Center:
Fireplace P.oom, 1184 W. Main .·

Thursday, November 20
6pm -10pm
Univ. of IL, Urbana-Champaign

Krannert Center !or Perf. Arts
Drama Rehearsal Rm., 2r.d Level
~ S. Goodwi~_Ave. · ·

Newby . said the . Finance . are fu~ctional ·but do n~ 'h;vc the .
· Committee will give. money. to visual appeal that new guns would,
RSOs that appealed this fallif there:.. he said. .; .. . : . : ,. •·-;•· .•. :
is a positive balance in the SOAF · Alumni
being .sought for
account after it is rebudgeted early donations, to the: group: he said,
next semester. Newby uddcd that . bec=iuse no-new· mooey is coming in :
she will contact RSOs if there is not lhis' semester.
. . .• '" .. _.... . .
TRAVIS DENEAL
a positive balance in the accounL
· "I think .so~;.<?(: ~r .alumni
DAILY EGYl'TIAN REroRTIR
At USG's Nov. S meeting, could J'CGOgnizc -our .rifles," he
Newby announced that the problem joked. · -; .. · :. : · : · .
.
Undergraduate
Student·• stemmed from over-allocation by: :·. Another RSO, Grassroots, is
Government should not have held last year's USG Finance aimmittee' · frustrated with. the. general. allocaan imaginary carrot to the noses of and reduced money . from ·the lion process USG uses, although the
Registered Student Organizations . Student Activity Fe, which· funds oq,anii.ation did not apply for fundneeding more money, some RSO ~ SOAF account. · · · ·
ing during the appeals process: ; ·
:. ·
. · To keep a repeal of last year's
• Dana . Dubriwny, a journalism
affiliates say.
"It was frustrating to have taken . problem from occurring,' Newby · major . from . Naperville, said the
time out of my day to present the will be meeting wiL'i Lany Juhlin, · undergraduate lileraly magazine for
background information for our associate vice chancellor • for. SIUC .students may uot. be puborganization to USG and then find Student Affairs, on a regular basis.. lisb:d this year because. it' has no
out that there was no money to Juhlin estimates and ·adjusts• the · funding.. .
·. · ·
Dubriwny,. said · because.
· begin with," said Lynn Smith, cur- SOAF accounL.
riculum and· instruction associate
Newby· said lhat if. there is . Gr.issroots'.staff.is corr..,Ietely new
professor and· co-sponsor of money to give to_ RSOs' who· this year, it did.not know it had a
Elementary Education Student appealed lhis fall, the Finance · mailbox for such announcements in ·
Organii.ation. .
airnmittcc will not require further the Student Center.
~·
USG's Finance Committee·,. ,hearings from those groups.
USG sent announcements to all
Chairwoman
Joyce
Newby · "We audio-taped every meeting RSOs · concerning funding, but
announced at USG's Nov. S m:et- with each group," Newby said. ''We Grassroots, unaware of its Student
inc that no money is in the Student all also took notes. That way, we· C.entcr m.~ilbox,- wasJooking for
Organization• Allocation Fund to can allocate money based on !hose mail only in its Fancr Hall mailbox.
give to RSOs.
·
meetings.
_
·
By th! time Grassroots le:imed
During last summer and this fall, , · "We don't want lo inconvc- · of the api;..--als ~~. it was past
USG. had an appeals process for niencc anyone further."
the deadline, Dubriwny said. Now,
RSOs that were not satisfied with
Malt Waggoner, president of the bec=iuse there is no money .for
the amount of money they receiveJ Saluki Drill Team, said . that groups wh~ made the deadline, she
from USG last spring.
_ although he is frustrated that his said her group does not want 10 ha.,;- .
Newby said al USG's meeting . group cannot gel more money for . sle USG for more money. .
that she was notified by Student the needed additions to the organi''We were shafted, but we don't
Affairs th:it no money was left in the zation, he understands ii is nol the want that to happen . to other
SOAF account.
fault of this year's Finance groups," she said
·
Smith said the Finance Committee.
. . .
Still, Grassroots staff plan to
Olmmittee should have ensured
"Still, la.~t year's group should attend future USG meetings to
that money was in the SOAF somehow 'ic h::ld accountable,~ he voice concerns with USG's allocaaccount before USG announced the said.
tion process. Dubriwny said she and ·.
-appeals process.
Waggoner said the asco;s the rest of·hcr staff believe lhat•a.
"Wliy did they even ttN,: us • (scarves) team members wear used r::rccntage · amount of the SOAF
jump through their hoops i(thcre .to be while, but are now yellowed money, rather than an .arbitrary
was no money at allT' Smith as~: . with age. In addition, the drill rifles amount de~lll1incd by _the Finance

Coir.mittcc, should go to each RSO:
Dubriwny contends that the cur•
rent. allocation process relies too
much on the opinion of the Finance
Committee. ,- ·
· ·'
."l_t's · completely unfair," she
said. ''Why can't it be changed so .
that eyeryone gets a perccntageT'
Newby said she ~ill suggest
changing allocation to _a percentage
formal instead of a case-by-case
basis, but that a percentage 'amount
might be more unfair than the current procedure.
•·
· "The quality of programming a
group does, plus its membership,
varies from year 10 year, so if we set
a percentage for a group then one
year it might be imfair 10 a group
while being more th:in fair 10 another," she said.
· · .
In lhe meantime, Grawocts is
struggling to raise the <=!sh 10 pub-.
lish this year's edition, which will
showcase undergraduate students'

.;lt'S hard to say, blit· I.do think thoro~fhl/~tiid;~g the:~. of .
once _this study is compleled some the state," he said. ''We could do. a
- of the people_ who opposed lhis idea lot of things to m.J:e regions happy
will come around," Barr said. but long range the state c:in't afford
"Eventually they'll have lhis pro- it, and it would hurt alfeducation
institution to meet its needs.
. . "I felt that the situation r.t UIS gram one way or another."
resources because lhey :have to
was just part of the puzzle that we
llany Crisp, yet another IBHE . comc from some place."
need to solve for the state of member, disagreed that it is a done
Ramon Martinez, ·another board
Illinois," he said. 'There are many · deal.
member, said the '.'floodgates arguother issue.,; facing us in Illinois
"I hope this will not g'l through menl" that other schools immediright now."
without a lot of thought and know- ately will follow suit docs riot apply
He said that if UIS becom.:s a ing where and what our need~ are," because the IBIIE and the General
four-year university, Governor's · Crisp said. 'This state ha.~ a major Assembly would always have to
State Unh·ersity might want to fol- problem with resources, and we approve any ch:mge in which a twolow suit. UIS and Governor's State need to sp:nd our money carefully. year college wanted to be a fourare the only two-year, upper-<livi- ·
..The possibility is always there yearonc.
· ·· · · ·.-.,,
·· ·
sion in.~ti1u1ions in Illinois.
· that lhis will come b:tck. but so is
''I didn't see that this would have
Robert Barr, anolhcr IBIIE · the possibility that community col- any effect because those· arc thin~s
member. supported the ·program legc.~ will come forwanl and want to be dealtwith in and of thembecau!-t! he said ·a program with a to be four-year institutions."
selves," he said. "The capital scho!focus on politics should approprilie said many community col- · a.-s program 'rnd it.~ "'merit~ made
leges with high enrollment~ such as sen:;e irrespective ,of. long-r.mgc
atcly be in Springfield.
. He said that after the commit- the College ofDupage would like to pl.ms, and I didn't !':;cl. the need to
tee's study is complete, the propos- become four-year schools. •
push it off into long-range plan"Many people in communitic., ning." • •·· ::_ . .,. •
· al to make UIS aJour-ycar ins1itu•
lion likely will come back before think community colleges should
Cheryl :rec(::i .UIS spokes-.
the board.
··
be · four~year. institutions without woman, agr~_:and; ~aid more

mcm~ will vote ro/~,~~posal
once the committee's study is complete.
- :.
"Obviously we ·-were· disappoirited itdidn't pass.becau·se we
wanted 10 begin to recruit immediately . in lhis program." she. said. •
"However, because ii was a tie
vo!e·and not defeated by a majority, we are very optimistic that we
wilJ still get lhis program approved
as early as May.
"'Some critics may say this will
be the way for us to get our fool in
door. to.grow larger, when in fact
UIS doesn't have the intention of
gr.:iwing larger."· : .
Sanders said it is·impossible to
guess if UIS: eventually .will
become a four-ye:1r imtitution.
"It's certainly not dead a11d it
becoming a four-year school later
is a very real possibility," Sanders
said, "but I don't know how to prcdiet what-the board will·do, and
until the ballots arc cast no one
knows."..

UIS

continued from pas:e 3 ·
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are

~~ti~h:~ri~- and· creative
· Dubriwny said her group estimates it will cost between SI,200
and SJ ,800 10 publish the magazine,
bul it may make do with less.
· "Even if we can get about S900
it will be fantastic,". she said.
Be<=iusc lhe group cannot get
more funding this year, ii ha.~ resorted to seeking donation.~ from family
members, friends and busines_-;es. In
fact, for the first time since 1960,
Grassroots is soliciting advertisemcnts from businesses as a way to
raise money.
Though funding· for RSOs is
now a touchy subject, Newby said
she will · continue to· try to keep
RSOsii!formedofchangesi11fo1Ure
funding decision~. . . · . · · '
"lfeclthatitisimportanttokecp
them updated," she said ...'·.·

TOMMY
KNIT SHIRT
Zip-front knl~shlrt, $45.

· Misses S-XL.

. PlEATED
CHINOS
·· Cotton twill
· : pants wlth front
pleats 111 khaki,
$52. Misses 4-16.

TOMMY
SWEATER
All cotton with
flog logo. $150.

· MissesS-XL.

CLASSIC frr
JEANS
Slim fitting with
five-pocket.
styling
In antique.·
authentic or
vintage. $48.

Misses4-16.
regular or long .
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.NEWS

Racist remarks.·
o ;;,~~riSf&i\liea·,,:-iYY..
.. ·•·. ...metal
.
. · .. _ ~..:'.~·:::-:,.-:P:.
•· · - .. .:. ' ·'"' " band

SLURS: Motley Cruc J?a~sis't

,;7.•:••>-'"::"'!i:'t':,·_.·.-.•
. anwantSIUC
student from Chicago Hcights.~We
He .then 'direcrcd sever.ii-racial·'• ments. ..
.
_to talk to the University and see what remarks towanl the guanl nod encouraged the
. "Allowfog (Motley Crue} to play makes it
1.--:••:·,·:·,::--;

~dUmed;OO.

i fans:to auack him .saying._-'.There's ~ Pr;:-' !!<,em like the University condones the state;·.you than-there is of him."•·· .. ~-'-,~~:::_·:·."''.':'.·-;: mentt he said. 'We_'re not going to pennit the
rally_ or a protcsL The m.1in thing is that we •. · A Greensboro ABC afftliatc reported that µnive~ity __to support thi,; when we're paying
of com~ents to security guard. want to get the word ouL" _ .. , . . .
. after the show,·sevcrnl fans sAid thcy'.fclt·U1e ·;.:our money just~ much~ anyone else."
JASON ADRIAN
Sixx said the remarks occ_urrcd after he security pcrso~I w~re ex~sively p~ysicat:'./c ~.Michelle· Suarez, deputy tlircctor·of SIU
became upset about a security guanl reported- · MTV~ a story about the mc1dcnl on its Web. Arena, had no comment about the incident.
DAILY EGYl'TIAN REl'ORTER
ly getting overly phy-.ical with rowdy fans.-· . site at www.mtv.com:, ..-'.:, · : :. ,~ ~; ~(~'.';';:!-· .;_~;'_.Seymour Bryson, director ·of the SIUC
When Motley Crue comes to the SIU
."( told him to s,op, he didn't, and then he
Harper said eyen though Siu was angry .-··Affirmative Action Office, said he is aware of
Arena Saturday, not everyone will embrace flipped me off," Siitx said.
about what he felt was excessive force by the., the_ situation, but. would not comment on
the band with open arms after racial remarks
After the security guanl allegedly knocked security guanls, the comments he macle can7/·.whether the University is· planning to take
made by bassL~t Nikki Siu has one campus down one fan Md began roug.'iing up another not be justified in any'contexL ·:.:: '. ,:;. :.: , ~ ~ l_!Ction<. ... - .. . · :
·
.
organiZJtion runt up.
.
· for s~ing on his chair, Sixx said he could._._ .. '.'I '!rink the.re~}ie ~~~overtly . · In an int~rview Wednesday, Sixx offered
This public discontent stems from an in~--~ not..takc 1t ~y mon:. :.
· .
raci~ many situation,.-~ ~d. 1 _m ~tally an explanation as to why he made the
dent in which Siu shourcd racial slurs
He put (the fan} m one of thc.se pohce agamst the word when 1t s used_ by Afncan- . remarks.
including then-word, toward an African~- headlocksnodstarrcdramminghisknccup;· AmeriC3J!S or anyone.The'.wprd ~:such.· "I just had it He'd Leen warned and
Arrerican security guard during a Nov. 6 per- · against (~ fan's) back," he said_ "And (the_ negative connotatioM_that it's.~{ ~ppropri!!'C :. warned and warned. So I ~ul!ed his cov~ in
formance in Greensboro N.C.
·
guanl) weighs about 350 pounds." . .
· to be uscdby anyone many situation." -~ · . . froot of everybody," he said. '.'The only thmg
Naaman Harper, assistant coordinator of
Sixx said it w::s ~ftcr the fan broke loose · Harper added that_he is disappointed that a I have to ~y is' that I called him a derogatory
the Black Affairs Council, said he will play a from the heacDock, hit the guanl and w~ tack- · member of_a band with a fan base as largr as . word, which cou_ld have been any cluster of
role in the public response, whatever it may led and _beaten by other guard~ that he began -Motley Crue's would make such· comments. words that I could have pieced together.
be, to the musician's remarks.
making the comments.
And he said that he believes. SIUC officials . .'.'But I w~ so angry that I kind of went for
''We're posting fliers across campus so we
Sixx stopped the concen in the middle of a · are "sweeping the !ssue under _a rug", by not ·the throat- the worst word I could think of
can Jct students know ~bout it," said Harper, song nod a~ked for the house lights_ to be . addressing the ~usician'~ d_e~~~ry com- . to abuse him with, and it was wrong."

rankles m~mbers of SIUC

their response is to it before _we lake action.

Black Affairs ·courici.l bcc~~sc .· · We haven't ~cidcd if we're going 10· ,10 a

RUSSIA

continued from page 3
mutually learning from each other," she said.
"lbese programs are developing. They need
nurturing to expand."
In a paper titled "Problems and
Perspectives," Panov A.M., doctor of science
and deputy minister of Social Protection of
the Population of the Russian Federation,
· explores the social tension in the Rus.~ian
Federation and how it needs a social buffer to
pre,-cnt outrage by the! population. .
A social buffer is a compensation mechanism used to prevent social tension from
growing into social out-buri.1 on r.:gional and
national levels.
More than 30 percent of the citii.cns of the
Russian Federation live below the povcny
line and government support for families

RECYCLING
continued from page 3
But Brown remains optimistic about the
program's chances this time around.
"Our first application w~ denied on the
grounds of a technicality," Brown said.
"Hopefully, the result will be different this
time."
Grant funds, pending the state's approval
of the application, would go directly towanl
purchasing about 380 metal recycling bins for
University Housing on the east side of campus.
Chris Kalter, a graduate student from
Mundelein hired by Plant and Service
Operations to support nod prom:>te the SIUC
Recycling Program, said the grant is c:,;ccp-

t:·

or·

peer· _role .• models in
with children is not ample, Pavlov states in homeless population and· neglected children ··: :the imporunce .
.
has created increased dependence on al_cohol ·:, school::,:. was . presented_ to the group
his paper.
Baker said there is a significant problem nod drugs · ·.. _
· . •· .. ~ :~. · Wednesday
·
with poverty in Russia, and that poverty leads
"Five ~r six years ag1> you did.not see'tliis ·,_'· .. "In
you train peer leaders who
to various social ills, such as alcoholism or problem with alcohol in schools,~ '\'eremina •. lead ·healthy. lifestyles. because everyone
drug dependence..
· said. -"Today it is a problem." · . . · , ; .
• . knows that adole.,;cents respond better to each
"Russia traditionally ha.~ had an attitude
Yet Yeremin:i was reluctant_ to :say that : other than to adults," Baker said.' .
that there's not much they could do to help substance nl,uSt" is a growing problem facing.· :. Many social services, like youth counselthese problem.~," Baker said. '.'Now, they are Rus.~ian children.
,·
· · . · ing; home care for abused individuals and
eager to learn how to better their system.
"I am sorry to say, it does _exist in our sys-· · facilities · for· emotional problems,· are not
"Our system isn't perfect, but we do have tern. Quite a lot orit ~ been published_in the _quickly accessible to Russian school chiltried and true methods. We can teach them . media." Ycrcmina said. "l would say our dren, Tracy said ·
what we know works for us."
.
problems fall somewhere between the low
"The . ·(Russian) teacher _· feels overYcremina said the most important func- and high estimates."
whelmed because they have to teach children
tions of the Russian government are to pr<r
Panov's paper states that from 1991 to . values, good habiis as well as instruct them,"
vide education, health service and defense.
1992, I.5 tons of drugs were consumed by Tracy said. "The Russians would like to have
"Defense includes social defense - · · Russians and lhc real amount is many times ·. social facilitie~_,rin school : buildings.
defcn'iC of education aNI social protection for more. 1be narcotics business offers a J,000- Immunization·
child health
in the
the weak," ~he said. "And there are a lot (of percent proiit. making it appealing to poten- ·schools would'·'inean that ·families and
weak) in our society."
tial dealers.
,
schools would have an expandt.-d role in the
_lhe d~~line in ~i~i_n_g ~~ sue~
y . ~-P"P~. call~ ~!f,~1~'. ~~,is~ stresses lives of the children."

ALPHA

:inu.

care

~-'.!1?:

tionally significant because ,it would be_
increasing access to recycling facilities.
"Our first obligation is to make recycling

_a recycling pledge drive at the University
ncss.
·
"We also have to make people aware of Mall Saturday.
why recycling is important," Kalter said.·, ·, ;:· "We wantpeopletocomeand learn more
· than they nlrcady know about recycling,"
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. Brown said. "We want to be responsible for
broadening awareness."
1be more recent efforts of the SIUC
Recycling Program. are a response to the
·
0 0 fee
If½ Ope
e res_U t WI__ _ _.... _
Illinois Solid Waste Management AcL The
Act mandated that all state run universities
develop recycling plans.
Brown said the inti:rests of the people
involved in the program itself
far more
sincere than simply meeting state standarth.
accessible," Kalter said "It's not that the stuIt is this
for awareness that prompted
"Initially, the program w~ in res·ponse to
· dents are apathetic to recycling. I just feel that the first ever America Recycles Day today. ; · state demand," Brown said. "But we are not
if it isn't c.onvcnicnt, they don't recycle."
In honor of American Recycles Day, ·and ·. involved with ihe program solely in response
Although access is critical, Kalter does not the subsequent first ever Illinois Recycles ·to the mandate. We are in·:olved bccausc·we
· ·undermine the importance of_ creating aware- Day, SIUC R~ycling l'r!,lgram is spon~ori~g · ft.el that rcc;clin~ is~ right thing to do."

:0_ ur first_ ahp_lica_tiori was denied_ on the_·g· _round__ .s,·:
·-.
mcaI h fully, th
f
I II be
..
. . different _this time. . '
.
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"THE ARENA.WELCOMES_BANDS.FROM DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT ERAS;
TO PERFORM IN CARBONDALE
SroRY BY JASON ADRIAN

a

s tl1e peculiar horde of popular and some-· ·
times desolate big-name m1:1sic~ ru;tists continue ·
to' invade the area, the SIU Arena is giving rock
fans the chance to see two' different stylists from . ·
two musically distinct decades.
Motley Crue, who helped
that Neil left the band much to
usher in a swarm of glam-rock
the dismay of adoring Crue fans.
metal bands in the '80s and has
When the band regrouped .
since pul up ilS lipsli:k and hair
wilh ilS original lead singer, the
spray, will visit the Arena on
Crue released ''Generation
Swine" lhis year, the first fullSatunby. And on Monday at the
Arena, 311, who is paving ways
lenglh srudio album since 1989's
in the '90s wilh its twist of funk,
"Dr. Feelgood." The album utirock and reggae, will play.
liz.ed the original lineup of S~
The Crue is louring for the
Neil, guitarist Mick Mars and
first time in five years wilh outdrumm:rTommy Lee. .· • .
spoken fronrman Vince Neil back ,
Sixx said the songwriting for
in front of the microphone.
the new album picked up righl
Crue bassist Nikki Sixx said
· where it left off five years :igo.- ·
that !hough the band has ch:ingcd . ''When I'm pissed 1write a .
lead singers twice in the last few
song. When l'm.depre."5ed, when
year5, the wild demeanor oflbe
I'in happy, when I'm in love-I
hand has rem:uned the s:ure.
h:ive emotional trigger poinrs and
that's why I write songs," he .
"It's the sarrc :ittitude we've
alw:iys had. It's sarcasm and
said.
·
angst in rock.We're smart asses .
"'They're a HIiie escape from
with chips' on our shoulders," he
consciousness."
·
said. ''The band definitely lives
His songwriting influences
by ilS own rules.
.
range from the Sex Pistols and
"Witl1 the four of us together, · the Ramones to David Bowie and
it gets preuy chemical on-stage.
early Rolling Stones.
It's really gcod" ·
.
,. ·
"I always dug pop songwril•
The Crue began rocking ·
ers," Sixx said. "I wa.rncver realmainstre:un music in 1982 wilh · · ly so influenced by bands vif'ialthe rele:ise of irs debut album '
ly as I was by their music."
'Too Fast for Love." After that, ·
At Saturday's concert, the ·
the band became one of the more Cruc will be offering fans an
popular glam-rock acrs of the
opponunity 10 enjoy the show
· . ' ~ '80s wilh the help of albums . .
long after the ringing in their e:irs
"Shout at the Devil~ and the deri- , has subsided. Sixx said the band
sjvely titled "Girls, Girls, Girls."
is allowing l3pc n:conlings and
· It was not until the band · ·
video cuncras :ii the concert ··
released its greatest hirs album
. beciuse it is somclhing fans have' '
in 1992
been ~ting ~ do f~f ~ long_
"Decade

of ~nee"

time.-·
"Our record company
(Elektra) tries to dictate ID the
fans what is cool, and I've never

dug lhat," be said. "Our fans
have really wan'led a live album,
so we decided 10 let them make
their own."
Rockford natives Cheap Trick
will open the concen wilh a
repertoire of songs dating back lo
1977 when the band burst onto
the popular music scene wilh
their seff-tilled debuL
Cheap Trick was a Top 40
radio staple in the late '70s and

early '80s wilh such pure pop
. songs as "Surrender" and "I Want
You 10 Want Me." 1be band
made a comeback lo radio in the
later part of the '80s when it
released the pop ballad "The
flame."
While the Motley Crue and

OlC3p Trick conccn Saturday
will bring fans back to the '80s,
311 will pull out irs arsen:il of
modem rock 10 give fans a dose
of '90s rock 'n' roll Monday•.
SEE

CONCERTS, PAGE 14
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Copper Dragon- Trcin aid fio Sp,1..-,kcn
PK'l·NaSvm

Somch~w. through a combinaIn'· . January
1994 '
tionofanactofGodandthcfolks Vcruca Salt headed into·
at the Copper Dragon, Chicago- Brad Wood's.ldful Studio·•·
based' Vcruca Salt will visit to record•. their. debut
Carbondale Thursday for a show "Arr.erican TI1ighs,"
that is sure to leave area rock fans which
ultimately
gasping for breath and longing for wa<; picked tijl by i ·
more. ·
·
Gcffcn
Records. t:
1l1c seeds of Veruc.1 Salt were Gordon said the. l
sewn on New Year's Eve 1992, ,band's cxpcctati01.s ..'
when Louis · Post and Nina wrrc not terribly · ('
Gordon met through a mutual high · upon : · !be J·
friend (actress Lili Taylor). The completion
of t
two ,realiz.cd they were potential ti:cir first albwn. · f
musical soul mates and decided to
"We made the i
fonn a band.
record thinking a •
Gonion said that since that first couple people
introduction, U1cy have had a spc- would hc.,r · it,"'
cial connection that has grcaUy she said. "I was
contributed to tncir success.
like, 'I hope my
"What makes us close musical- mom likes it. · I
ly is that we arc really close hope my boyfriend
friends, and we share our lives," likes it."'
she said •. "We identify very
But in June
strongly with each others' voices 1994, the band's
and songs."
first single from
Once they became friends, the album, "Sccthcr,.,(an angstGonion and Post got together and filled Gcn-X pleaser) hit the air_._
• ..
played . acoustically and wrote waves and received major radio :i--:d play gu~tar, · . . .
songs. But they realized they still play across the country until it. • After· th15 · tounng · sunt. ':he
needed a drummer and a bass became ·. a virtual anthem for . bantl retreated to th e Wi ndY Cuy
player to round out their desired chicks with attituclcs.
. .
wberc they rcconled a four-song
rock 'n' roll sound. So, they put a
Over the following year and a · EP, "Blow it Out Your-Ass It's
classified advertisement in a half. VcrucaSalt toured with such · Vcruca Salt,~ utilizing legen~
Chicago newspaper. The advcr- po.;er acts a,; Hole, PJ Harvey,· ~nlin~ cng!ncer Steve Albi!ii.
tiscment gained them 'bassist Hazel and UJC girlie-punk favorite
Al this pomt the band b~dt a
Steve Lack, but U1ey still lacked a Muffs. While Gordon enjoys new home at ~ <3<:ITen-affd~cd
drummer. Gonion's older brotl1er, playing with great bands, she said Outpost Rcco~~gs and rccru1~
Jim, agreed to take on the skins, the touring is exhausting.
· Bob Rock to rud m the producuon
but Gordon said Jim did not
"Sometimes I definitely feel of U1cir. hard-cutting sophomo~
intend to make a C.'.llCCr with the · like quitting and leaving the road attempt;· "Eight Arms. to Hold
band.
ru1d going home," she said. "It's You," rclca..c;cd .in February. With
"He joined on a whim, but he not really a lifc.,;tylc I appreciate. the rclcac;c of U1is albwn, Gonion
wa~n•t a drummer;· she_~!d~r
::; I~ can_be rc:~!IY ~xciti~g and sat~ . ~~ the band was much more

.

Omdwiclc's- DJ Pa-agon
Mobrge- Ecr-Robant
Gatsby's D· !Mi DJ shaw
C'.oo C'.oo's• C'.ountry nigl,t ·
Banws & ~ Mixod Up Lynd°IOIU
SA.IC Mcleod Thoater- •An E-iing wr.h

fiel'rcNina!bNnF'lay,n"
SI.yack Auditorium- l\rcnt Wolkrob wili
jazz a:,mbo

SATURDAY
Coppor Dragon- Jal:c,', leg

~-DJFoctor

Pinch P.my Pub- Son, of Gra.rn•lcnca
PK'l·Nativoo

Melang.-J..cilcoSoogbrds
Gatsby's 0- live DJ shaw
#,v;py McGun'l• lrm pia,o shaw
Slix• livo DJ shaw

SA.IC Commutmicns BuiHirv-

(Ro}Joya,

C'.oo C'.oo's-1;.,,, ch,c,, bosh

Bn>dws Placa-G)?Y Ha;rida
McLecd n..atar- "An Ewining wili fie,
Prcvinc:obwn Plc:rrn"

SI.yack Auaik,rium- "How b Sucx:ood in
Busineso Wiliout Rocily lrying"

SUNDAY
Pinch Pemy Pub-l-lar:f
~ - opan k:Ho nigl,t
Sbl,,rt Carat- Rich Boy, Poor Boy

WINTER
MOTORCYCLE STORAGE.
MOTOR SCOOTER STORAGE
Alligator Self Sene Storage
130 Harmony Lane
Carbondale, IL 62901
Phone (618) 457-STOR

7867

"Your entty into the dynamic ~ e
of strategy and imagination ••• an

All Motor Scooters- ·
$9.95 per month
All MotorcyclesS 14.95 per month•
*Full Dress Motorcycles
have sperate rates.

inrroductory version of Magic: The

Gathering® for two pla~"

Anilahleat

rnm f{BllW)
1

Gfu~c) .& ~oofi, -

$33,95 Winterizing/UnWir,terizing All Scooters
$38.80 Winterizing All
Twin Motorcycles .
$48.50 Winterizing All
·
Four Cyli_nders

Patbl Demos c-rety Mondzy ·
Cvkacl&lc.U

(6l!JS2'•5l17

c..dc~aol.mm ~ay.1/~1,uuol.a,m/w,kr/

·SHOOT FOR.
SOCCESS!
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Individually Designed·
Wedding Rings

~ua//£tuck
529--2341
I'll design something to ·represent

i,

.

CALL 536 • 3311
AND PLACE YOUR AD TODAY.

Lakeside Veterinary Hospital
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N. e'."... ~ighly. . ffectivc Prescription
.l'led1cme
.
Easy to Use!·.
·
E.

·

your special relationship. Come in
and .see _my new designs for: .
Christmas/I'm located.on the,
_Makan4a Boarµwalk:
tJ,upw. ~~ ~ - ~ . s ~ .. 'lo.J.UU
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cimfidcnt th:in wiU1 "American ..
Thiglt,;,"
"We· put out a rcccml
we were really promrof," ·
she said. ~We were like,
'Whatever anybody says,
we love U1is record."'
Once Eight Anns was
complete, drummer· Jim
Shapiro (Gordon's brother)
·let it be known that he would
definitely be leaving the band
to pursue a career with a band
of his crcatiou - and he did.
After a long and weary
search for a suitable replacemcnt, .Vcruca S· •, found iL-;
new man in U1e .:.1111.1tion of
Stacy Jones, 1:irmerly of
.Bostonian casy. rockers Letters
to Cleo. Stacy is
,·
now touring with
the band and will be the
man providing the ocat for
. the show at the Dragon.
Gonion said.Jones has a lot of
expertise to. offer the band's
mtL'iic. ·
"He's great. mainly because he
adores pL1ying the drums," she
said '.'That's all be wanl'i to do."
.
Carbondale rock fans arc
· extremely fortunate to have this
opportunity, so don't miss it!
. ·Opening the show at IO p.m.
will be area super-charged rockers
- Figdish a!1(I Triple Fast Action.
· Tickets arc S10 in advance and
$12 the. cfay of the show. But a
. Cop~, Dragon (700 E. Grand
. Ave.));pokesman said tickcl'i arc
selling fast and likely will not be
availaQlc by 1lmrsday.
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Plays pay homa.ge tct<91ii, theater company
~

STORY BY TAMEKA

L. HICKS

Suicide, drugs and prostiwtion arc a
few of !he si.•1s llcpic1ctl in lhrcc one-act
pL1ys that will be put on several times
l11roughout l11is week as the .SIUC
Theater Department pays tribute 10 !he
epic
theater that st.1l1Cll it all.; :. ·...· .· .
available at
.HAn E\·cning with Ilic Provincctovm
the Mcleod
Players" is romprfacd of tl1rec one-act
Theater box
plays as a tribulc 10 Ilic Provincetown
office. The
Playcn;, a !heater mmp.1lly 111.11 was in
plays will be
Provincetown, Ma.~s., from 1915
performed at 8
l11rough 1929.
tonight,
HProvincctown Players wanted 10
Saturday,
create Ilic American voice... J. Thomas
Wednesday
Kidd. a tl1inJ-ycar graduate in theater, ,
and Thursday, · said. '.'They were rrally responsible for
d1.1I1ging American 111C.11cr." ·
and at2 p.m.
The lhrec one-act plays arc Eugene '
Sunday. Tickets
"TI1c Long Voyage Home."'
O'Ncill"s
ore $10 for
Pendleton King's MCocainc" and Su.,;.'lli
adults, $8 for
GL1spcll's 1rifics." ·
·
.
.
Aua JotoooN/Uiily Ei:\I'<lan
seniors, and
Kidd, din:ctor of'111c Long Voyage MMMMM, BEER: Benjamin Kromer, Aaron Hanno, Pa~I Vetton and Breit Meyers pretend t~ swiil beerdur$5 for children·
Homc,"
said
tll.1t
while
other
!heater
ing
rehea,.
rsol
for
the
play
-rhe
Long
Voyage
Home.•
The
play
will
run
Nov.1
.4·
16
an_d
Nov.
19· 20.
and SIUC slu·
rompanics sccmcd to follow lhc struc•
dents wirh on
scenery of Provinccl!Jwn, which· was· on
ture of Broadway · plays. the
'.'The rclcvancc of ideas back then are en<::! while perfonning in productions.
I.D. For more
"You get a lot ofhandwm cxpcricnce a sea line, the illage is designed a,; if it is
Provincetown Players OJ1CM lhc doors still relevant today," Gica.son, a secondinformation
to a new world of theater.
year gmduatc in !heater from Chicago, here," he said. '1llal's w)J,11 i,; so grcal near a sea coasL
coll 453·3001.
'111Cy were commiltcd to creating a ~J. Hit has a real rcmini~ Iheme to it, a about lhc program." ·
·· ·
Ben Kramer, a senior in theater from
new style of theater," Kidd said. H\Vhcn. Iheme ofisolation that is imponant to !he
Julie Espisito, a senior in !heater from Fulton, likes the overhaul of McLeod
they started writing they created lhc · modem audicoce."
.
ChiCJgo, said wat although performing Theater for the tribute.
'.'The stage is a wl1.1rf," Kramer said.
melodrama tll.1t we arc used to seeing
Brandon . Belzer, director of in lhc tribute to Provincetown PL1ycrs i,;
tolfay."
·
·
~ocaioc," describes it as a story of challenging. she is excited about learn- '.'The wbole set is wonderful. The people
In '.'The Long Voyage Home" a man . integrity and disposition. The play is ing more about the theater group.
in lhe au<licncc can aclllally smell !he
ttying to give up his life as a merchant about a rouple trying to kick a drug
Hll"s nice to be in a performancc tll.11 salt in llJC air."
sailor is druggc<l and placed onto lhc addiction.
·
you know about some of its history While witnessing a sense of pleasant,
boat 111:tt he once cscapcd.
.
"It deals wilh facing tlJC lrll~ of an especially American plays," Espisito live entertainment, K;:l<l ...-iid that lhc
audiena: members will be cmotiooally
"It's about people struggling for their addiction," he said. '1bcrc's ju.'it a slew . said.
dream," Kidd said. "All of lhe p:.-iys arc. of Provincetown Players plays out there..· .
One of lhc ) I , ~ tasks for the dircc- exposed 10 lhc thcalcr tcachings of !he
about ·ordinary . people struggling I would have been more than happy to tors was designing !he scL
PrQvina:town PL1ycrs.
through life.'"
.
do any of those, but. I think lhis
'."We had to come up with a basic
· "All lhc plays have characters that
· Catl1crinc Gleason, director of (Cocaine) one round,; out the evcuing design ldca to aa:ommodate all three llJC audience will. sympathize with,"
-rnnes::)aid the one-act play is ccn~ best." ... . .
.
. ·. .
plays," Kidd said. Hit made some inter- Kidd s.1id. '.'They will want lhc dl.'U'aCtcrcd aro11nd !he women or lhc play, and . ,Like · the ·. students · of · lhe csting c)J,'lllcngcs, but it .was kind of tcrs to achieve their goals. They will
Ilic Iheme is one of pa.~t as well a.'i mod· Provincetown Players; Belzer said SIUC wortJ1 !he saailicc."
leave with qucstions about lhc charncan timci.
. . .. the.~ -~,.~ts. rccc!~ Ql½'llit~ ex~. To lit each. piay and capture !he tcr.;, and that's !he best way 10 leave."

• Tickets for
•An [vening
wirh the
Provincetown
Players• ore

coiiie. t?

.
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IF It's been a long, long Ume-you netd to kick ap ycr

heels at Fred's. This Saturday night come hear thr. country
sounds of Santa Fe. You'll have more fun than watching
'Duke:; of Hazard an cable. Just ask Fred, The gl:-ls are
cuter than Daisy Duke and the fellas are faster than
Roscoe P.. Coltrain In hot pursuit of Bo and Luke.

This Sat.

N~v~;;•~:~r;:;:~~v 2 2 ~

;M~e~o~!~!!sNow,· · N\~~~o~~rs. ~

;6~..1:,:'~~6~1~8li,l.·llr.1 ·
·.. For Reservations C~II 549-8221
Doors Open: 7:30p.m. • Music Starts: 8:30p.m.

Gronnd··110ro
Jazz Masterworks trom'bi>~ist
t!)

play tonight at Shryock
As pan of the Distinguished Alumnus

for the School of Music's Altgeld
.
Pafonning Artist Serles, trombone extraordinaire Brent Wall:irab will jazz up the
aowd nt 8 tonight lit Shryock
Auditorium.
Wa!Jarab is chieftransaiber and editor
as well as lead trombonist and soloist
with the Smithsonian Jazz Masterworks
Orchestra.
Tonight's show will feature Wa!Jarab
performing jazz standards as well as originals with his sexteL
To.:rc will be a free Dessen Lecture
featuring a guest speaker discussing the
perform:ince at 7 p.m. in the Old Baptist
Foundation building behind Shryock.
Tickets for the performance are $6.50
for the general public nnd $3 for students,
seniors and children..To order by credit
card. call 453-2787.

Film Alternatives to show
female directors' best work
Seven films directed by emerging
female directors will be presented by
Film Alternatives when the "Women in .
the Director's Chair 1997 Tour" comes to
the Student Center Auditorium at 7 p.m.

Tuesday.
Along with the seven films representing wide ranges of culture and moviem:iking styles, there will be a guest
speaker from the "Women in the
Director's Chair" festival in Cliicago to
discuss the films.
Some of the directors fearured include
Beverley R. Singer, Kathleen Sweeney,
Lori Silv-=thush and 17-year-old Sujey
Oller. ·
· ·Admission for the shon film showcase
is free and is open to the public.
Donations will be accepted. For more
inform:1tion, call Film Alternatives lit
453-1482

Deparanent of Speech
Communication to continue
performance of ''Rejoyce"
The postnY.>dern production of
''Rejoyce" continues with perl"onna.'lces
lit 8 toni:ht and Sllturday night in the
Kleinau Theater, located on the second
floor of the Communication:; Building.
The play, directed and arranged by
SIUC graduate student Keith Pounds, is
based on numerous works by Irish writer
James joyce. Pounds said Joyce has
been desaibed as one of the most
obscure writers utilizing the English language.
.
Pounds said the perl"ormel'li' job and
the point of the play, which is presented
by the Department of Speech
Communication, is to make sense of
Joyce's writing.
Tickets for "Rejoyce" are $3 for students and $5 for the general public.
Tickets can be reserved by calling call
453-5bl8 or 549-9862. For more infor. mation, call Keith Pounds at 453-5618.

Food.& Free
Giv~away~.

.A
· · ·small•
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University: of Missouri.·
at Kansas City museum
offers 20,000 square feet.•
of miniaturizetl ~licas.

:~:~
;~~~::=~~~.KE ,· ·-~:~~~:~~tag~~:: ·;~ittJ:1t1t,.:::5\·-.··
F
m FOR A WARM CUP OF IMAGINARY COFFEE.
·

1
3'.'tit . - . · . ·. ·

houses, such a'l a I-inch-scale

;

reproduction of a parlor room in

~--~b;~,~~

Then as one gets closer, details start to come 31.ie.Philadelphia circa 1765. The alien• ·
Amazement becomes overwhel111ing as the onlooker lion to detaifin this display ·
includes tiny Jogs in a futplace
notices the I9th-century dollhouse is not a selling for
plastic toys, but is a work of an.
and extrclllt'ly small pens on ·a
The 9-foot-tall dollhouse, the Culeman House, was
desk in th<: comer that give the
made for a wealthy iron master's children in the 1860s. rooms a "lived-in" look. '
· The house is just one detailed display in the Tof and
· After sc.-:ing all the detail and
.
Miniature Museum in Kansas City, Mo.· .
·
·design the maze of miniature displays can 9ffer, one
Museum manager Roger Berg said the collection.or can check out one ·or the temporary exhibits. Berg said
exhibits in the museum, located on
the next temporary exhibit_ wm
the campus of the university of
contain a Christmas theme.
Missouri-Kansas City, range in size
"fhe day after Thi:.nksgiving is
from the Colenian Hou'le to paint, · going to be pretty.interesting ·
ings on the head of a pin.
·'.,because that's when the next
;;,•exhibit starts. It's· going to be ,
"We're not just ~ollsand doll- · ·
houses. People sometimes think·••··.
'·-called 'Past Presents,'" he said.
( · .; .(11Jere will be three different
there won't be aiiylhirig cool to . .
look lit, but they're wrong," oo said.·.
· . i: ·deeades set up. There's a 'SOs
"We've got 20,000 feet of exhibit
·· Christmas tree, a '60s tree and a
space, so we tell people to give
'70s tree with toys from those
themselves al ICaSt an hour to see .
decade.~ set up under iL"
all of iL There're still people who
··
The Past Presents display
: would be the best chance for peo-_
stay and look all day."
But before taking a look at
- pie to see toys from tlie Jecades
antique toy cars and trains and the
mentioned because the museum's
work from some of the finest
.
. toy focus is on the decades before
miniaturist.; in the world, one must know the difference the '50s, Berg ~aid. ; ·
.
·
·
"The bulk r..f !ht- toys are from the tum of the centubetween a toy and a miniature.
According to the museum Wr.bsite
ry," he said. "We don't have much from less than 50
(http://www.umkc.edu/tmm/), a toy is "a plaything
years ago except fer the temporary exhibits.". ·
· Berg said sometimes people are not only entertained
meant to inspire creative play as well as educate" without scale being of any imponance.
by what the museum has on display but J\II1llZed.
A miniature's scale, however, is what makes it a
·"People are sutprised by the fact there's so much
miniature. Miniatures are exact replicas of the real
here, and you can't see it all in one visit,.. he said.
thing and "the detail must be accurately reproduced for "We've got things for boys and girls, men and womcri
the era it depicts," according 10 the Website.
. · . · ·• aoo grandpas and grandmas. They can all relate
"What people remember mos. I is the miniature col·•.....
beca.use they've al.I been.kids at one point·o·r,
lectio:1," Berg said. 'ribcre are things like a violin s~op
. another." . _ · • .
. ._
.
'

·

•For more•
information
on the Toy · ,;··
and Miniature
Museum .· ·•~ ., ._.
of Kansas City,
call (8161
333-2055.
WWW
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,~ign.Upfor,lndoor

_ . Go. Right on Dllunger Rd, · · · :·Koller Jlockey &
_Located in•· Bicentennial· industrial Park': ·_· ·~ IndL~or .- :'
For moreinfo·call: 529-7793

·· ·5 oc.c~r. eagues

Big-screen ·.,e.ean' leans on .silly scenes
'. . (Rowan Atkinson), who seems to spend most of his time as a
Atkinson really is hilarious and seeing "Bean" will make
JASON ADRIAN
security guard asleep. For some reason, though, the big-shot · you laugh. Some of his facial expressions are enough to
DE Mov1E CRmc
·. of the museum has an unusual liking for Mr. Bean and will
cause slight Joss of bodily function control. But the speech
AP.er picki~g myself up off the.floor in side-snlitting bys' - .. not allow it
Mr. Bean gives about "Whistler's Mother" really affirms that
·•·
So the museum boanl finds another way to get rid of Mr..
Atkinson's best humor is his chy humor. And "Bean" is misstcrics for the third time, I considered the notion that with
Bean. 1be boanl needs an art expert to rq,rcsent it at a na.~hy ing too much of it to be really great like it should have been.
"Dean" I might be seeing the best comedy of the year.
• museum in Lt-~ Angeles to whom the frum.us painting
"Whistler's Mother" has just been sold. So they send Mr.
Then I looked around the theater and saw 10-year-old~
picking themsdves up off the floor in hyst'!rics similar to
Bean, thus creating an entirely contrived plot more likely to
mine So I quickly assessed whether my laughter was coming be found in those ghastly Nickelodeon movies.
from my suppressed need for blatant, juvenile humor or if the
What makes the television show so great is how Mr. Be::n
Don't bother uuiting
movie really was a.~ good as the television show "Mr. Bean"
deals with everyday situations while living in his own little
\Vait three :,ears w see it on 7V
on which it is based.
world, oblivious lo anything outsi~ of it. In ''Dean" he
\Vait far the dollar sho-.v
One thing for sure is that the plot docs not offer much-in
seems more like a "superfool" who gets himself into the
Motlie six pack! To11gh cn1l
chy and mature humor lhat the show utilires so brilliantly.
worst possible situations through such trivial commonplace.~
The Royal Museum of London wants lo lire Mr. Bean
like washing his hands_or sneezing.
forget the !ixer!
..
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Kacy Crowley
ANCHORLESS . -
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1997

T_he)erky Boys
THE JERKY BOYS

or
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_ : Mercury-" 1997

Reprazent

Outkast

NEW FORMS

ATLIENS
Laface - 1997

· Mercury _.:, 1997
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Sometimrs ii seems at the. dawn of the
• Johnny Brennan.and Kamal (a.k.a. The
The purpose or dance music over the
· The two dope boys in a Cadillac,
"alternative" music era some giant trounced _ Jerky Boys) have been making and reconlyears ha.~ ba.~ically been to fill dance floors - "Outkast," are t>ack with some hot tracks
across Amerka dropping tiny seeds that
ing prank phone calls to unsuspecting peoand get people moving. The rhythms are
on their secon'd album, "ATI.icns."
would sooo grow into a new "chic" style of . pie and businesses ::ince the late '80s.
mea.1t 10 overwhelm listeners and crash into
Although its release was a year ago, ·the
musical pcrfonners. Well, those seeds have
_After four albums (and a horrendous
thi: brain to create stimulating impulses to
·album still represents how the Southern
movie), you might think the people or
drive the fc.:t to boogie.
.
players surpass the wavelength or some
blossomed and swarms of female ·
singer/songwriters with songs to sing and . . New York City would get the point and
Trip-core dance music ha.~ been reaching
veteran rappers.
· the ears of the mains/rerun and packed
Positive creativity, as well as some of
stories to tell are invading radio stations and . hang up the phone when th.:y hear the.
record stores.
names Frank Rizzo or Sol Rosenberg. But
dance noors these days mostly because of
that raunchy Southern hospitality for
So Massachusetts native Kacy Crowley's
the Boys ha\'e an obvious knack for calling the success of such talented acl~ a~ Moby,
which they are known, complements the
debut album "Anchorlcss" easily could be
what would seem to be the most dim-witTricky and Goldie.
. .. .
lyrics of Outkast. Some of the best lyrics
dismissed as just another effort from a girl
led people in the city, or they really do
One group striving for the succe.~ or the
come from rhe spaced-out-sounding track
with a guitar who ha.~ a few songs to sing
. have talent when ii comes to keeping the
aforementioned act~ is the English DJ group "Babylon."
.
,
about relationships. Which, I guess, is why
conversations going.
_
.
. Reprazcnl Led by the musically obsessive
With Dre's Southern accent, he is able
the album is ~0 easily dismis.sed.
. ·some of the more funny.calls include·
Roni Sire, Repraz.cnl also features DJ
lo captivate the audience with his shockAnd that is not saying femal.:
, Rosenberg calling the Food and Drug
Krus1; Suv, Die and vocalist Onallcc collab- · valued words. "I came-into this worlcl/high
singer/songwriters have 10 create rm 11nd•
Administration in hopes ofgetting Howard
orating 10 create the h_vped-up rhythnt~ of
as a bird/from second-hand cocaine Jl!)W•
breaking albums every time tt::y enter a
Stem's radio show taken off the air. ·
"New Fonn~." The new double disk is 120
der/1 know sounds absurd/I never loot
recording studio, but they should II)' arid difc .. Referring .to the woman over the. phone a~
minutes of ambient tripped-out dance
._ it/bur it's in my veins." ·
fcrcnliate themselve~ a bit · ·
·
"sir,~ Rosenberg offers a little naive advice
music. ···:: · .· ·
-·.
·
'
Lyrics like these fill the album. Tracks,
Crowley does offer some original work
when· she tells him the FDA docs not cover
. :what makes Reprazent interesting upon
"Elevators~. and "Jazzy Belle" e.asily pull
displaying shards or creative potential. The ·
· •
·
initial listens is its ability to take Bri:m EnoSheryl Crow-ish "Hand to Mouthvillc" sug- . . radio programming..
.
esque melodies and mold them ·with an
the cars of today's generation into listen"It's the same basic principle," he says
excessive dub beat on tracks like "Brown
ing ti) the positive messages as each are
gcsts the singer's flair for shrewd and subtle
storytelling ("Love is scattered and
in his now infamous, whiny voice. "I'm
Paper Ba~" and "Morse Code."
complemented with up-tempo beats.
sure you could swing a little bit to the left
· Reprazcnt take a unique direction in the
While the album contains many hot
hungry/but it is the only real thing/We hold
ii tight, for better or worse tonight"). - .
and handle· radio as well." ·
realm of hip-hep and opts net 10 utilire as
• tracks, there are some that Outkasl could
Crowley's ethereal voice shines 00 the ·
Other standouts incluoo "Kissel Sails"
many s.~mplcs as other trip-core dance acts. • · have kept in their archives: Not to be
poppy "Melancholy Bridge." Crowley
where Kissel phories a yacht-rental agency : • Asi~ from an occasional Talking I leads riff _ !"lean, b~t honestly, they ~d not have. to
looked for inspiration from main influence
inquiring about renting a yacht Kissel
. or an Everything But the Girl dose of horns
mclude Wheels of Steel.
John Mellencamp for"Singcrs are Ugly"
manages to keep the sales clerk on the line•· "New Forms" relies more on the melodic ' :''._•.What was the.point? I ~on't know, but
and "Bottlecap," and the tunes propose
utilizing his hilarious "sailor days" story
structuring of the DJs; which works for thci
the mix of scratching rcc~rds made ot .
inherent capabilities in her acoustic guitar
about women "Ten at a lime for a Dime."
cryptic beal~ of 1"rust Mc" and the bluesy
even more awful. Maybe II was the music
work.
. .
. •
Of the 23 new phone calls, only 11 real- • "Jazz."
·
·
.. ·
that was chosen for the track. II kind of
1be rush of female singer/songwriters is
Iy succeed in the Bpy's signature freakish
· But afuir a~hilc·the amount of muiic
sounds like a bad Iheme to '.'The Twilight
making it a tough market for newcomers,
humor like the second album "Sol's Nude
becomes overbcaJing and it seems the
Zone."
·
·
but Crnwlcy dcmon~trates on "Anchorless"
Beach." Too many limes the calls are so
group·set out to make a double disk instead
But. other than that out-of-place whack
that musical talent is present in about half of · absurd you begin to wonder how sponta- · · of letting one develop from an onslaught of. · !T3Ck, Qulkast has _developed a sound !hat
her songs.
·
·
neou·s they actually are.. . •
.
. creative output~
.. : . .
. .
. . · 1s guaranteed to suc_k around for a while.
But \\hen compiled, the songs fail to
: ;; ,.''.The Jerky Boys 4" also is an interac- ·.i ·: • The almost complete absence of vocals. -· And even with little representation among
break the familiar "girl-with-a-guitar" mold, . tive compact disk that lets you meet the_ • ·,., ,make.~. the_ incessant, familiar snare drum ·.
rappers from the South, Outkast has defi•

:~_A
.·,·_charac.lcrs
.fu·n. ny.' ,·: .. ,:-~:_
_-_, ~
.atsb:irely
o.fien ~ceable.
anno.yin.gly. i-c_'
. i.'. • ,
t~emselvcs···and
Atlanta···
eQ}:
sound byresarid.
~nddown·l·o.
~ nadsa~:~!s.
~ '~•.·~.•f,'
· ..pc u.·tive··· ..·.:•···~"'
{/"'
. .ni•l.cly
on the put
musical
f!lllP•
, · · .@·
frl>-!->
~. _.
" ~ ·. -JruonAdr1an . .
·
~- · ..;.;JruonAdnan · ·
.
..
·~ · -Tameka L. lltcks
. . · , . '
.
, ·r1.:itti'r.<'6t.. ~~!.il:.:!;{Jt:!t,"h~~:/{;,.tiii~r;,j'~:~~·~~~{/,j;,t-:t.:·i~!:,~.J;{.'-;.:t-~;~:ti:t(:lfi1,)t,:1.:,:,rt,~ri-?:;!7..:~~,tr:.:r~~~f~~i~:;::~~·-· ,'

much less offer anything ground-•
bre.iking.
· ' ·.... .

-:-lruonAdrlan

· .

'._be·

:J'..··...•

One of Disney's grulesl masletpieces
is back mi the big SCll.'ffl ll'here ii belo~

MCmE
! •

--st. Louis

Cov.certs

FOX THEATRE
•Maze~Fndie
lle'ierfy with The \l,1iispers, 8
p.m. Saturday

.AMERICAN

WESTPORT
PLAYHOUSE

THEATRE
•America, Ccncrrt Series

•Amerilech Concert Series
with The Rippinglons, 8 p.m.
Sat..-day

~~~goost

•Scholcnlic's The Magic
Scheel Bus pn=its Arnold's
Favorilefieldt.,,4p.m.
Sunday

W. Mouth Mason, 8 p.m.
Nov.21
.

••N~atthcfcx"
with I.es Grands Bdleb
C'.anaaiens & Soint lcuis
Symphon,, On:heslra, Dec.
10-14.

7:30 p.m. Nov. '19

NtU ---HY•I !iIWS

•Amcrilcch Concert Series
with Nanci Griffith and special
guest 1ha Cridcets, 7:':1l p.m.
Nov.21

KIEL CENTER .
•Mcnihei11Sleamr0ller,

•The Nultnxbr, ·1, 3:30
•~GnriChrislmoswith and 7 p.m. Dec. 6
spedal goosts Michael w.
.
Smilh & CeCe WlllallS, 8 p.m. · · •Bric.-i Mcl<ni#; 7 p.m.
Thunday
.
Dec.5

Weather."
. It would be logical . to. expect
Jeffords.said when hcsaw311 in Arena ticket sales to flourish, espe-.
SL Louis during the sullUlV!r, he dally with two hot lfillds from the.
witnessed the atomic furv of the '80s and two relatively new bands
The quintet mixes its rock songs, band from the intensified surround- of Ilic '90s playing in the next few
such as the popufor single "Down," ings a 311 concert crowd produces. days.
withanamplesupplyofrichreggae
"I spent the whole time in the
But SIU Arena Director Gary· . songs and guitar-driven funk.
mosh piL It was a good show, and it Drake said tid;et sales have yet to .
Benjy Jeffords, a senior in radio was really eneri;ized," he .said.. · meet eiipected totals.:and television from Marion wl:o has 'There is never a dull moment to iL
."As fur as Arena shows go,
seen 311 pcrform, said one of the As long as people are down there (tic1cet sales) .are struggling,':'.:-he
reasons he likes 311 is its ability to cheering and encouraging (311), said. "We didn't think we'd blow
mix different Bf. "laches toward they'll keep on playing." . .
· the doors off with the b:lllds play- ,
rock 'n' roll.
- .
The electricity already will be in .. ·ing, but we thought the sales would
"I like the blend of their music the a:r when 311 t:iJces the stage be a little better."
_
.
because they have instrunrnts and because opening ru:t Sligar. Ray's
Drake. said the sales .expecta-.
tum tables," he said. "(The music) magnetic rock sound has the capac- tions were high out of necessity
has got a little bit of funk to it . ity to astound the crowd.
· _· . because the Arena's expenses are ·
Sometimes it's a little bit rap and a
The band's· second album, · covered by profit garnered from the .. ·
little bit altemativ::, but it's definite- "Floored," moves Sugar Ray away events. · ·
. . ,.
·.
ly not your usual drums-and-guitar fromitsconccntril.tiononheavygui- . "We get no state funds.or stuband.". . . .• :
..
. ..• ., . tar riffs. as on its' debut album dents' fees to pay for special event~.
311 has also is· notorious• for : _:'Lemonade and Brownies.". The They all. nave to .break even· or ·: ·
incorporating high-octane energy in. ,·. band now incorporates the riffs with. make money to keep the Arena run-· ...
.its ~ve shows to go along ~th the·! :_more. infectious: and. danceable · . ning," he said. "A building this age ·.·.
· soruc mastery of such songs as_'.'AIL grooves like the fmtsingle from the·._ takes a lot of maintenance when· ~
Mixed · Up" ciid · "Jru:kolantem's ,· · new albuni"Fly."
- you use it like we do.".
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DEU l'e,,tium, 1.33 MHv, 16 Ma rom,
l.6g;gHD, 15"colormonitor,~1200,
cell 529-8610 (a.'iet 5pm).

I(:

Spo~i~g Go_+_ __ ..

:ta~!~,~~0:.f:n":;; 7
ROOM
SPLIT•LIVIL
S11,000, 529·5379 or 5"9·9105.
$38,900 in safe & peaceful
95 SEPHIA Kia modeled aher Mazda, M'l,oro,$1200clown,Sl69/mo,68i'·
2787.
·

!:.:
!Ir"!:"~
;:;i~
$7000 cbo, con
195".
687•

15 TOYOTA OMR.Y lE -' cir, power
sunroof, locb & winclow., law m~es,
mnaining warranty, 985-81 :'1.
,
92 CAVAUER RS, red, sunroof, oil
options, one owner, exc cond, $5000,
coll "57·1130.

:~~Eo~~~6

a;:,~;:;•~

$3,650 obo, call 536·7126.
,
90 DODGE CARAVAN, outomatic,
1Jereo/cauette, air, new tires, 120.,JOOC
mi, $3000, 5"9·9637.
90 PI.YMOUTH ACClAIM 6 qi, out>,
~~k$2950,n~9-~~~:.U mi,

89 BIAZcR S-10 auto, a/c, blue, ..tx.4,
$5995 w/$600 cmh ~ . coll 867·
2613 or 867•2520.
89 HONDA ACCORD LXI, -'-door, 5
spd, cau, pw & sunroof, auise, f.~.
spo,1er, new 6res/breab, garage lept,
v:c'cand, $"395, 529·3093.
·
aa Honie Accord Hetchb•ck,
5 spd, am/lrn/cd, o/c, runs great,
dean, $2650 obo, 985·5015 Iv mess.
• 8!I 'f'ly,noulh Grand Voyogor lE lor
• sol,, loaded, must see to appreoale,.
, exc cond; $3000, 893-.4737 cf,e, 6:','.
.- •87_NJSSANPUl.5AR,5spd,whitew/t-·
• ' • tops , al new dutd,/b«,les $2000
cond, .457-7667. '
- . '87PI.Yl,'OUTH VOYAGER lf, loaded,
S2.~00, call 529•n29.
.67 RENAULT ALLIANCE, 2 door
••-,~very dependable, $750 or
Sostolfer,618·985-5074.
,

_ :cbo: gr.,;,,

RINTTO OWN C.rltond•le
Moblle HomH, N Kwy 51,
Cell 549•3000
for,letal11.

0

fc;n:'~;:;.t·

FBI, IRS, DEA Available in your oreo
now. Coll 1·800·513•.4343 Ext. S·
9501.
Sell your car la.i in the Daily Egyptian donif.eds •
536-3311 ·

l~tl
$100, -'0 breeders w/filters SlS, 29's,
,20's & IO's, 867-2276.

;;ii~1:i~.
g7.ot_t:;1: ci:.:.
to SIU. $.UOO cbo. 529.3,4,49

HLA~~:JI
~~je~t~l!i,~i:~cr~r'~ended
hours un61 Clvi.imas, I mi W of CotM,
Bld, 2-'00 Chautouquo Rd, 5"9·35"7.

1c:-~~.:::n
EIANA'S GENRY USED FURNITURE,
20& S 6th in Bush. Allorclable furniture,
ju•I minutes from C'dale. Delivery
Available. 987-2.43~.
USED FURNITURE & more, cheopl
Tables,
208 N 101h, M'Boro,
Thur/Fn/ 10-.4,687•2520. .

·if:•·

fOP CASH PAID

Offica

SC1tvm1, Playstatlon1,
Supen, Sog••• & all G•osH,
BllcH, C1>1 & Golol.
MidwestCosh, 1200W.Moin,
C... bcndale. eo°R ~9-6599.

TRUCK CAMPIR TOPS ·

.,..

llonnlo Owen Proporty
Mgmt 816 E Main, house,,
apartment, roommate sen-ice,
529•205.4.

529•2954 or 549•OB95

E-mail ankt@midr«sl.nd

Bl!Aut1FULIFFICAPTS

CASIE DE·SCRAM&ER KIT, SIA.95
view al premium & pay-per-vi.,.. chon•
nels, 1·800-752·1389.
Find It In Claulfled
OIU, BATH SALTS, INaNSIE,

(includes troditional & Indian), in lhe
Student Center Haff of Fame, Fri, No,,
I-', 9arn-Apm, caD .457•8855.

NICI TWO BDRM, furn, carpeted,
a/c, near SIU, os law os $.450/mo.
Call.457•U22.
lfFIC & STUDIOS, furn, near SIU,
wcter ond trash ind, as law os $ 185/
mo. Coll "57·U22.
2 BDRMS, lrting room, litchen, w/d,
TV, furn, near SIU, spring/fall, $295,
private rooms $165, 529-4217.

t

fiJ,:ng boat w/ 35 horsepower $950, •
coll 68"·3237 c,e..
·
·

1;~~~~~-]I
RESERVE YOUR PA. Ughting. Koroole,

DJ's for upcoming Holiday Se<J,on
N/JW. Sound Core Music. new & used
equipment, vidoa comerc ,, LCD's, .457•
56.41.

FAX IT! ·

fi

•,

Fax usy,,vr
Clo,si 'ed ""'·
2
" Hovn a
, lndude the follc.,jng infurmclion·
:
•rull name and oddr,n .

°o/'-' -·-

•do.°':r"'~=~

?_

,

.....

· DAILYCGYPTIAN

'J::'J;9~~• $250/mo, ~
Awesome 1 Bdrm apt, lots or space,
lots ol atmosphere, 5reat locclian,

dose

~:'f~•:t

$2000 1o i.

. ~.tS Reed Slalion MHP,

INTERNATIONAi. STUDENTS: A room
in American home & a 2 bdrm home,
12 min lo lawn, 5.49-1615.
4 IIDRM, c/a, w/d, fenced
yanl, 1 JI bcrtb1, attached garage, re1ld•ntl•I neighbor•
hood, $65O/mo, 111, l•1f,
lfop
1~•..

~~~':,1 ~~~::~~,ry,

~~ ~9~5~~

mc1.2bdrm,unfum,o/c,b:ly,ype

neighborhood, no pets. now to 8-98,

I\___ •

Ro~ms _- ~,•r

!~°:=~-:~:::·

~~1!::t~::J~~a11:.
~@ i ADS
$560. 529·5U9 or "57·819.4.
1-~PARTMENTS

"°"' lar Spring, discounts a,ailable
5.49-2831.

~.ti,

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED For 3
bdrm nouse, 6 mo lease, $175/r.,o +
1/3 util, can 351·1157.
2 bdrm avo;l in lg house, quiet country
sel!lng, $250/mo/person, util ind, w/
2
:~:li~;:~-i~,4=: : ... 2 mi E
of U. Mall, mature penon 0<1ly, w/d
$250/mo, util ind, .457·.4586.
ROOMMATE NEEDED, $167/mo+
1/3 u6lii:.,-., 5 blocks from campus
sorry no cots, 5.49-6515 evenings.
I FEMAI.E For nice 2 bdm, house, S mi
to SIU, w/d, $200/mo + util, ipring
only« b.yand, 5.49·0763.

.
tU!~:,,.,c;::J.:::~~~mo
S300/mo, con 549•1395 _

.

'i;;:

Vey Sj\1ci~ & Cl=
Apwncnts for Spring

Creek, 2
bdrm, garden window. breaUost bar.
i,riva1e lencecl cleci, 2 baths, fun size

fl,

PAJlK PLACE EAST Remodeled
S185/mo, uti1 ind, furnished, secure

1£.~-~~oommai~s

SIU APPROVED
For Soplsomores to Grads •

1207 S. Wall
457• 4123

NICE. NEWER. I BDRM. 509 S WdJ,
furn, carpet, o/c, ovailable now, 529·
3581.
SPACIOUS FURH APTS, mgml
on p,emises, Uncoln ViDage Apts,
549·6990.
·

I

C'OAlE 2 BDRM 2 sto,y, all oppl, w/d,
deon, quiet, $580/mo, 50.4 Beadle Dr,
B67-2n3.
COLONIAL EAST APTS hos la,9e 2
bdrm a,ailoble in quiet neighbomood,
lcundry fucilihe> on premis.es, .457•
7782 er 5.49·2835. ·
OHE BDRM newly remod.led, near
SIU, furn, carpel, o/c. microwave, from
$350/mo• .457•.4422.

:~,k~v7r:':~.~!!J'r:1.~
687-45n.,
1 BDRM, I bl< to can,,us, quiet, $300/
mo cbo, o/c, unfuni, 529·295.4 om,
9695
5"9,
pm, a,a;I I· 1.

409 S. Beveridge
303 W. College
.500 W. Collegc.,2
809 W. College
514 Hays
509 S. Hays
402 E.' Hester
210, W. Hosp!~al •3

UIM ❖<❖>H

509 S. Hays
_402 E. Hester

'A!ITQ

• S~ndard &. Hii:h Risk

. ·~loohlyrol)-.,m,!.,H, .

ALSO

.

Heal th/Lifc/}.lororcyclc

~~t1~~i~c~~o."!c!'!?~ts~
AYALA

INSURANCE
457~4123 ·

refr;gero1ors, computeu, TVs/VCR,,
stove>, window air conditioners,

washers; d,yen, rworling/notJ ..
. S•le1 TV'• and VCR'a $70

~~.:~.':~ft}I;. ,

11 -·-_

Compute';;_>

,nl

~~....,._.f"l.l'~~:,-,:...t~~III\:.:.

INfG..I\J!:ST•N.,.; and Used Syi-•
f'C R.,,tols, Softwore;HUGE BBS. We
Do Repairs and Upg,adesl On_ the Strip
606 S d~nois 5-19-~.4 !"· :·.:, . . .

&

1~=--~~JI .. A~~~!~!~~s

409 S. ·Beveridge

_-wAffTED'TO~

2

3

"'JSi".'l"o~mz ~(mo, call l~~PLOYMENT,,,,,.,,,-

809 W. College ·

INSURANCE
.....•.••...••.••

by

Cambria. S-'50/mo, 2 Bdrm, W/D,

. i---,,...-WANIFD~ ..

l-:.. ~--~~~5-ubl~~~~ _=_·._.:;I

number:.;

F~,!~n,!"~a;~~~
rew-;n the ri;iht to ed;1, properft
.'.. clanifyor__ cdinca_nyad .... ,
6 l 8·453·3248 ·

~t':1t:;~D=ct~~y;!;i~
Dec, 302 S. Poplar, prefer forru,le,
priced right, Van Awl.en, 529·5881.
LARGE STUDIO, dean, qviet, no pets,

~~,"sd:

68.4·521-'.

'----------•1

~. •
_Appliances . _ .
•
·
UOYD'S Al'f'llANCE SHOP in .
•
dvistopl-.Wcnhen,dry,n,-·
'.
re!rigeroton, stoves, e~ $100 each,
guaranteed, 1·618•nA-.USS.
,; :

-Week day (8·4:301 phone

THE LEMON SUSTER, ·
. ACES AUTOMOTIVE, mol,;t., used car
in,pections, 5.4?·31 IA.

"""1JfJ~ay-Friday

I;/.-.......-,.....,_,.._,__,_ ,

Electroni~2::~;~

Good U1;;;ar•':100~iou99s3~.;:13;'_ d .i-,1..s.

BRENTWOOD COMMONS stu- .457-819.4, 529·2013 Clvis B.
cl',o, I &2lxlrmapts,o/c,wcter/tnnh, COUNTRY SCTTING, England Heights,
;:::lou=ndry===&=pool=
. .45=7•=2.4=0=1·=·==; I
-1,

lawed,

.- - - --·-"- · ·, I ·
.i -~., · . _
I
r<:.~~,&.fae~i:~- ·-l, j 1!·=========!·
.
.
STEVE THE CAA DOCTCR Mobile
'!'5echa7.79n~°;.H;: '!'!'_k,"_)house525.9m3n913._ •
•
""' ~ "'""""

~~8~

1.4' wide 2 bdrm, $350/mo, seme>let or 9 mo lecne, smal pet> al•

19" COLOR TV/VCR S70 each, washer/dryer $300, frost free lriclge $175,
25• TV s12S, AS7-a3n.

.

HEARTlAND PROPERTIES
SPACIOUS REMOOELED 2 bdrm, avail
Dec I 5, new fumoce, windows, sto<age; code ~ . util ind , dne to BRANO NEW 2 BDRM. w/2 car garNW side of can,,us, cots OV. :.OS. & age, NW side, fuQ size w/d, d/w, cei"l_depo.;....si_tr_eq..;..68.4
__
·A_le_.;._ _ _ _ 1 ing Ions, avail Dec/Jon, $550/mo,

$235/penan/month, 2 bdrm, u~I
induded ... cept electric, new carper,
close lo mn,,uL

18~ c,nti/ min anywhere in U SA
710 & 'ALC BOOKSTORES

COALE 1 BDRM. 12"60 l'ffllOOded in
12/93. Now: cobineu, caunlffl, show-

Schilling,;~~;-/ Mgmt
TIRED OF ROOMMATE: HASSLES
OR LMNG IN A DUMPl

Call us for ,ometl,ing better. Now
renting lor r,ext reme-:er. Sd,iffing
for 981 Get on our I" ,ferred t.111

PRl•PAID PHONI CARDS

~~~~I~ f..2:ic7.:;:

~00~ 529~?0
CARSFOlt$100I
Truw, be-cm, A-wheelers, motorhomes,
furniture, O:octron~. ccmp.,!en, etc. By

.~~.~~~ >6cb,
AQUARIUMS, SS's w/hoods & fil~

S& BRON:O "· V6 oulo, A.A, Chrome
wi...el,, S29CX. obo, a:H 867-2613 or upright freezer $75,· 81 Johnson,

867-2520.
8.4 NlSSAN PUlSAR, I 03,xxx mi,

~I

POOL T.UUS, 985·8911 cm/p,r..

210

W. Hospital •3:

610 S. Logan ·

·514 N. Oakland·

16

e

FIUDAY, NOVEMBER

14 1997

"'
.

NIARCAMPUSa1421 WMonroe, IXTRA NICI, live bdrm
house, ll! bath, c/.;, ;,/d, perch,
mulri-mned, nope,:,,,,, 624-4145
or 68..t-6862.

1
1

1

•,1032 N MICHEAL, 3 bdrm, a/c,
ISA95/rno, avail 11-10, 529-3513.
•4 BEOl'OOM 2 wry ho.ne, 4 blocb lo
1SIU, w/d hoolup, $500, call 687•
i2475:

ASSISlANT [)II.ECTOR FOR
UNDERGRADUATE AOMISstCNS
(TronJer Student and Community
ea,ege Relations), Office ol
Admissions and Records: Tl,e
primary purpose cl 11,;, position is
lo clin,c;t 11.t on-campus and off.
campus adMties auaciated with

undorgroducta stuoer,t recruitment
focused on ,_ lmn,r.,, stucleni.;

indud.ngn.on·trodilionalstuclents
and studonb from divene cultutts.
This paoition seels la assure a
seamless ,et cl pro,esses lor
;d/w, pets ol<, 3 blh lo campus, avail
,Dec 1, $550/ma, 5..!9-0185.
qual,fiocl studenb from pre-pros.pee:!
tlir-ovgl, enrollment sieges. Maje<
,M'SORO 3 BDRM, 2 bath, ded,., a/c,
campanents under i!io supel'Yision
a;oil NOY
ol 11,i, pa>ition include: visib lo
community ccllegos and
,RURAlAVA, 25min laC'Oole, 2bdrm
represenlalion
ot a,llego lain and
jhome, fu0 ba.ement, prer.,. no pm, yr
· similar e¥ents, academic
,1ea.. req. 618-426·3583.
sd,alar,l,ips, carmpondence
: VERYNICE3 bdrminSWC'dole. Avail
management, lelemarketing, and
now 2 bath R1 mne. Beautiful house
Open House and~ ·
$900/rno 529-3581. ·
prc-gr.:ms. Pasilion prt;,crM
•un.:.ous report> and does
extonsn, trovd witliin lninc.iL
Pa,a;on require, ffexil:lo scl,edulo
1
indudin3 """'1ting weekend. and
2 llEOROOM, c/a; privale, quiet, well
e¥eni•,g !,,,,,n, Master's'clegreo
; lit, clean. nice dech, dose lo campus, ·
new models avallable, waler
requi ed. line years experience
• fumi.hed, 529-1329.
·
•
war\Jng in an undergraduate
admis.:0,,1/studeNrecruilrnentar
2 BDRM, 1JI ba,n, c/a & heal, pest
advisement office ar related area al
• control, large yard, no pets, coll James
a hi9h, ecfo<onon institution ; ,
· or Carolin al 529· 1593.
required. E,,perience rr,c'SI indude
mano~entl:upen,iso,y
experience in one or more areas
regardi,,g carr01p0ndence/
communication, ococ:Mmic
schalcr,l,ip admirustrc!ion, campus
1 - - - - - - - - - . visilon, student advisement, student
recruilment and telemarl<eting
adM6es. E,perienco in 1M al
: Properly Management 529-2620.
technology and autcmaliori lo
1
BDRM
Mobilo
Homos,
$210/mo,
1
improve level, preferred.
and lawn care ind, no pets,
Experience in use al clala base
sy>tems. 1rad:ing and morleting
; WOHi ONtY $165/rno. Nice 2 Bdrm.
preferred. Advisement,
l 2..t 17 New Ero Rd. Hurryl A couple left.
admini11ralive, ond/or recnnlment
,S..t9·59\l4.
experiences a1 SIUC preferred. Two
i 2 IIORM, 12x60, very nice, rum, near
ar more~ e,,perience in under
'Rec Center, no pets, $240/rno, coll
grodume student r=uitment
1~7-7639.
including 0\Jlread, e,,periencei ol
, 1M IN AFFORDABLE s_¥e, Fvm 1, 2 &
r=uiting students in high schools
. 3 bdrm homes, al!crddile rates, waler,
and/or community caneg,,,
: ........, 1ra,!, pid.•u;, and lawn care fum
required. Valid lninaiulrivet's
i;~~en,:;.,.::=.'.:,i>;:mises•• ~
license required. Af:pli<a1ion review
begins: November 30, 1997 and
1 opp! neceucry, Gliuon Mol,;l:'Home
wiU conhnoo until position is ~II.cl.
'P~ 616 E Par\., 457-6405. ROAOMe
~~ ~e Potlt 2301 _S IDinois Ave, A campl.-.d af?iea1ion =•ills. ol
o len.r of intere.l, resume, and
names and addresses of at :eo11
• 2 TAA!ll:o!S sparsely lumi,J,ed, or.o in
lour rele,ences. Send la l\,cmas
one in
('Qn 867·
l,'c.;iMil, New Student
Admissions, SIUC, Carbondale, IL,
62901•4710. Sl\JC is an eqvol ·
· ~~:t,~~~~5~;757!:rm,
0ppar111nity/affirmotiveaaion
529-2432 or 68..!·2663.
employer. This is a security-sensitive
1 l 2x65, 2 BDRM, Gas heo!, shed,
position. Before on ol!or cl
: $275/mo, water, !rash & lawn care
employment is mode, the Univen,ty
ind, no pets, cart 5..!9•2401.
wiU candvct.:: ~employment
baclgr.,und investigation, v.l,ich
includes a crir,,inol bac1c g,cvnd
; 549-5596. Open 1·5 pm weekdays.

:~.=i.2~~~.:a~:
irt!t£k''7'n",':':O~..:tr:

,
I

:ID~~~JI
i

7
:~2~·

Oe,o1o,

i

~

"'

·: • 'Tis 11.t S...son

SIASOHAlOPPORTUNmlS
latenlew• Prlclay Nov••ber
28th
,
8am-3s30pm

• train. $7.50/start, bath day & evening
hn avail, call now la 1<hedule on ~ k • ~ ~ a M s e ! , ~
inlerviov, ot 630-43..t-039B.
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent in('Qmo to
E."'Y"le-elr,osi~on,larolt«naon&
a,,eml,I~ pn,ducls. at home. Info l·
504·6..t6·1700DEPT. lt-A06..t
CNA & IIOMEMAKERS needed
. lo work In various areas of ihe
' · business; ' · : ',
home care, lnlefim Healthcare, 2015 • ·
W Main,C'dole, 529•1727.
inckoding Mm 1)'0C01sing, mini-lob and
hot.day card production. trai"ing
PRE KINDERGARTEN t..xher, fun time
provided.
position, beginrung Iota Dec. mull hc,,e
2yncollege& 18serMSterhrsoleorly C4:.e Back During Summer

. photoli~1JZ"':!.~for""'•

for ;., ..:~i!t.::i:i:i~
Break!

.

LARRT;s LAWN uai. · -·

L!:!!:~i;:~;.~~ :~~r·

THESIS MANAGEMENT SERVICES
From proposal la final dra&. Can
457•2058
free appl. Ask Ron. GRIIN CAIID LOTTIRY Assis•

for

for

,, , -,.

'i.f.iW1•,\•j~/3fe•WWfii': 1'

$CAIJH POR COLLIGI$.
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS·
AVAIL PROM SPONSORS.
GHAT OPPORfUNITY, CALL'
NOW1•~00•~3~~8H_O,
'

i

bathroain,.'TIM's TlllNG, ceromic tile
_Raorinsta.'lolion,618·529·3144. :,·,
F

l.,!~~~n~ ~J ~~
Joe'l Hcwne R • far 1n,e •
Yrsole.p. Ca~-8272. mfim<l~.,

IJi_w,~}1·~if

HOT MAN TOMAN
AcrtONI
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Of.C"~~lyth~9tl'a~~~1ing
deportment. Morning hours TIH!s &
Thurs (8om-l 2pm]. If>""' can ~D Off'/
of 11,ese hours, apply imrnedialely.
Steve the Car Dactar Mobile
Customer semce or sales e,,perience mechanic. Ho makes house can,.
457·7984, or Mab,1e 52.5-8393.
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Af:py in person.

PRl•PAID UGALSIRVICH
"We Mal~ Atlomr:ys Alfurclable•, 5
title, ol C0Vff09C, only $16/ma l·
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St. Leula Airport Shuttla
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HOUDAY SPECIAL on kitchens and

Af:pyinpononat.
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, QUAlEX.
S Illinois, C'dole.
955 Brandt Or
WANTED SUBSTITIJTE TEACHER Will,
Elgin,ll62010 '
AMERICAN lluR dog,whitaw/ brindle
F.arly Childhood o:,p, must have Child
an ean & heed, green collar, loves ta
Development cr.clits lo qualify far OCfS
Warlplace
certification, c:antad E-m Murra, or
_ r sha; e_hancls,POSSl8LYINJURED,52?·
31 5
, !'eggy Lewis at 453·63t9.
S~LES, praleuionaf'appe~;anc;,
DATA ENTRY OPERATORS needed for
port time evening, pasilion, i,,
Carbondolo. Tl,e hours ore bm 3:30 279-9785 &asl for Tricio.
lo 7:30 pm Tuesday thru Frida, and
'FOUND, young, gny, mal~ cot, by
Saturdays lor eight hours. Call
Manrower Tempon,ry Services loday.
1
(618J,t57·0Al4 or (618)985-2006.
EOE. Na lees charijed.
FOUND: l'VPPY, lemale, bloclc & whi1o,
no tail, found beiw.en 13 & M;U St..
DISABLfO WO~ needs lomale
2000% PROFITS
351-1322.a!!endc,nt, mull live in Carbondale & soning • ~ -TO" inlormation by
hove phone. cc.ll 5..!9-4320.
ma,I. Reprint nghts lo 750 pul,licalions
an l CO-ROM. 24 lin far FREE info
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RGlS INVENTORY SPEOAUSTS, 11,e
nation's largest
COfTlXl"Y is
-'ci,,g °""'9e county area students

· M.:11 be 18 yrs
S.,..,.u (6191645·843A

THI GIRL OF YOUR DRIAMS
1·900-289·1245 ext 701l6 $2.99/
mfo. 16•. Serv-u 619-6..15-843.t.
LONELYIIIII

- ,

!i"' gorg.ous gitk-eiii"11o 1alk 1o )'0111
.

ONEONON!:11!.
24 HOURS A DAYI
Moo-m-3889
SJ.99 per min,

s.,.,.u"i~~1~n889.

Spring Break '98 Guaranteed
But Prices ta Cancun, Ja~oica..

Bahamas, & Flaridc. G,r.up
discounts & claily free drinlt pamesl
Now !,iring Campus Repsl 1·800234•7007
www.c:idlesssummenoun.ccm _

Talk live w/ descendants of the ancient
ones, real psys.hia road.ngs, 1·900329· 1169 exl 3024, 18 • $3.99/min,
SEI.V·U 619·6..15-8434

888·227• 1229, www.pplsi.com

BART TRANSPORTATION
l ·800-284· 2278

FOR HABlllTATION AID, PTwcelend
:i:;~~n~~~:=
inM.mon,993·3153.
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WID DIVILOPIR mJSt be able lo
show previous work, work own hours at
homo, sabcantrad work Call 967•
4.103/E·moil cicO shawnee.org

COMPUTI
RISUMI SlRvtas
C.,,.., le:ters • Relo,ence,
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Grad School Approved
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Is your ti~ket to· a ride
home for the Holidays. Put
your name, destination and
phone number in our
"Rides Needed" S_ection and
you'll have - a ride honie
in.no time.·

( 14•70, far sale/for rent, 3 bdrm,
: garden tub, c/a, dean, must see, ·mull
isen,457-2,:6ar549·1944.
Housekeeper
de:;ni"ll campcny,
!FURN! &2BDRMsrudentrentalbyllo $5.50/hr, Man-Fri days, 20-25 hrs/
Honda, S195/mo,
w:iter & 1re,!, ;week. e,cp & rel, Can 6S.ol-6A73.
I ind, no pets, l•B00-293-4407.
,
MAXATU.NI
8
~ T ~ . :;:·..
SPRINGBUAKI
I 867•2613 or 867•2520.
JRE~rSI
TIWLER. 2 bdrm, shaded lawn, S22S/
Starling al $2991 lndudes 7 nishf
! mo, ('QQ "67•2613 or 867•2520.
hottl, air, party& food discounts.
I A FEW l.EfT, 2 bedroom, $180-$375 Orgon:n°l~Aa;t~j'FREEI

for

I

ga,.
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:~.=_' pets ok, Chvd's ~entols,
2x60, exc cond, frig, a/c, slave, wid
! ~~sa"al'°" lccatian, Murpl,y,boro,
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ASSISTANCE NEEDED to transport
fum from C'dole 1o NW subiJrbs, gas
paid, payment neg, caD.5..t9-0185.

PROFESSIONAi. building avail, next 1a
WANTED: SIU LAW Sl\JDENT lo help
~:i~~·,~re;7~t; me file o counter daim an an Ofl'1Png
Chris B._
civil low wit tha(s agoinst me. Prefer
male. I ne.cl !,gal papen I.led AS»,
$15/1,, neg. 549-2297.

mo, 457-8194, 529-2013

-\ l:if$(iafanAn,u~JmfI
; DILIVIRY Per• ana Wanted
: Morning l'IIWI dolivety route.
( C'dole & area, coll 549-2569.

: ~!ei::~i;~~!:; sJS
I r... free gilt, 800-940-5377. '
f· IARTENDERS prefer energetic lemoles,

F:.iL~tl

1

~n. Johnston City,

4

• AVON NEEDS REPS in all areas, no
· r qvctas, no shipping lee., can
I 1°800-898-2066,
, $1500 weel1y potential moiling ou,
r ciro,lors. Free inlcrmation Call
,
: 410-783-8273. -- :
,
I HOMI TYPISTS, PC uson need.cl.
: S4.5.ooo ; - pa1en6al. ean
; 1·800-513-4343 Ext 8-9501.

.

Call ~36~3311 ex~. 200 for details.
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Why are these people jumping for joy'?
lhey ju~t found: out that_ the Daily Egyptian _
will advertiae their web page for th~ price of a
. regular classified lin'e ad .
'

.

,For more information·ca!lthe Daily Egy.ptian at_·.
·_536-3311 Ext. 200
-
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Uubr,s

by l,righ Uubiu

New Management, New Ownership, Remodeled
Environment, Excellent Chef, and Lower Prices!
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Large 1 Topping Pizza 1 order of Breadstlc~.s
··
· and 2 20oz Cokes

,

$10.50

..

i2

.

I

Small 2 Topping Pizza
and a 20oz Coke

T.

··

. · $5.99 -

.
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One Large Pizza wfrhe Work:;TM & ·
· One Large Pizza wtJwo toppings ,

·

I
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Offllf Expires November 30, 1997, Not valid with arry 01her offer. Sales Tax rot
l:l<uled. Additional Toppplngs extra. Good orly at 602 E. Grarid Carbondale
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Salukis head tO NCAA> Jefry Jones· wants to
regional· champiohshiP coach his Gowb9ys
REDEMPTION:
Both SIUC men's and
women's teams look
to avenge MVC losses.
CoREY CUSIC(
DAILY Eml'TIAN REl'ORTIR

1be SIUC men's cros.~ country
team is in search of redemption at
the NCAA Midwest Regional
Cross Country Championships in
Ames, Iowa, Saturday, after a di~appointing sixth-place finish in the
Nov. I Missouri Valley Conference
Championships.
The Saluki women hope to
make the nip a learning exp.:ricnce
for a young SIUC squad after an
eighth-place showing at the MVC
Championships.
1be med features 31 teams and
is set up so the top two teams qualify for the NCM Championships
Nov. 24 in Greenville, S.C. Four
additional teams also will be select- ·
ed by the NCM, and the top three
individual runners not on a qualifying team advance to the NCAA
ITICCL

Men's coach Bill Cornell said
his team is wanting to avenge its
conference perfonnance by defeating its conference foes.
"Our goal is to try to beat so~
of the trams that beat us," Cornell
said. "We feel we are a belier team
than we showed at conference.".
Cornell said the team shomd

prepare to run in the cold weather
because the weather forecast has
predicted temperatures at the freezing point with 2 to 3 inches of snow·
in Ames Saturday.
·
. "They beuer adapt to the cold
weather," Cornell said. '.'It's suppo.-ed to snow, but you know how
the weather can change. 1bey'rc
used to running ii"! the cold, thcugh,
so I think they'll adjust OK."
Saluki runner Joseph Parks is
coming off a disappointing conference meet where he finished in 51st
place out of 78 runners with a time
of26 minutes and 31.4 second~.
Parks wa.~ one of the pre-race
favorites in the meet, but he hopes
to redeem himself in the regional
meet and allempt to qualify for the
NCAAmeeL
Cornell said Parks is back to his
old form, so Cornell expects a good
race from tl1e junior team leader.
"If Joe ha.~ a good one, there's a
possibility he could make it to the
NCM's," Cornell s:iid.
Parks said he is trying not to
focus on expectations a~ the meet
draws near.
. ...
"I'm going to approach it like
any other race," P.Jrk.'I said. "I'm
not going to worry about the conference meet. even tl1ough it's in
the back of my mind. I am. just
going to go out and try to run a
good race." .
The women's team is coming
off a disappointing eighth-place finish at the conference 1ncct and is
working on gaining experience to

iL~ youtl1ful squad.
.
Women's coach Don DcNoon ·
said he wants the team io improve
on its conference· finish and give
some of his young runners a feel for
the regional meet
· ·
. ·
"We would like to place ahead
of some of the MVC schools who
beat us in the .conference .meet,"
DcNO(\n stated in a press relc;,.~.
"This will also give our young te.1m
a ta.~tc of what it takes to participate
· successfully in a regional."
The women's team, who debated the idea· of not going to the
regional meet, decided to take the
trip tu gain experience in big meets.
The University of Nebraska,
ranked 17th in the nation, is the
front-runner in the mcct, while the
University of Missouri .and the
University of . Minnesota ·are
e~pecled 10 challenge for the title.
Saluki runner Raina Larsen said
the team wanted the experience of
running in the regional meet.
"A lot of runners v,anted to go to
experience it,"• Larsen said "The
consensus with the team wa.'> lo go
and compete.
"We just want to go and enjoy
our.;clves. We want to run well.and
have a good time."
The men's and women's cross
country team.'I will be in action
Saturday at the 1997 NCAA
Midwest Region Cross Country
Champion\hip in Ames, Iowa The
men's mcc b.!gins at 10:30 am.,
followed by the women's race at
·noon.
·

Spurs' top draft pick alr~ady shining:_
bound for a bad team and a wintry
Los ANGELES TIME.<;
clime, and Rick Pitino, among othSAN ANTONIO, Tcxa.~ - Just ers, wa.'I cursing his luck.
Like many older brothers,
what everyone wa.~ hoping for, a litRobinson had mixed feelings about
tle brother for David Robinson .•.
This whole thing was a longshoL this gift from heaven, although
The Boston Celtics had a 36 percent Duncan quickly proved to be humchance at the first pick in the lottery ble, hard-working, eager to· learn
to the San Antonio Spurs' 21 per- · and ready to play. Two weeks into
cent. but the next thing you knew, his pro career, he's sixth in the NBA
1im Duncan wa.~ jumping over his in shooting percentage, ninth in
,. couch, delighted that he wa.~n•t blocked shots and 11th in rebound-

..~~~~,~{LjjJ
•. Um_v~rstt!h'::

. ./4l'!riti?{+\\

The. sn1~~ oii.~n.-;

_the

regulai::season.'

--.riori't
. -=~,Miss
CJ~i~r:::1/lti-i
-rii~'Fiiri
-}i~~~c[t1

ing.
In the . preseason. Robinson
betrnyed a certain .imiely. Like the
Lakcrs and RockeL~. he11 have 10
deal with it because there's no missing how good this kid is.
"I don't expect him to save the
wcrl-:! right away," Robinson said,
"but I expect it to come soon."
"By ChristmasT someone
a.~kcd.
··
"By Christmas," Robinson said.

IJ!S His TEAM:·. . There'll ~_naysayers."
· ·
Jones 1s unclear about a
. Dallas owner says he'll . timetable, indicating it could
ass_u._me_·s.o_me c_·oaching .happen as soon 3.'I next season.
·• · He has already .moved in that
~ duties next se.!Son.
direction this sea.~n. reviewing

'

,game films with Coach Barry
Switzer each week, then sitting
· -· ·· ·:. : • . :
'
. in on staff meetings and atten~
IRVING, ..Tcxa.'1- Jerry Jones. ing practices.
knows that some of his col• . .· Jones said he occasionally
leagues may snicker at his latest makes a suggestion, a.,; he did .
. pronouncement, just as they did . -last season when be rushed to the
. nine years ago when he bought sideline during a game to urge
the · Dalla.'> Cowboys . and- coaches 10 do a better job of proannounced he'd be involved in tecling
quarterback
Troy .
"everything ; from socks ·to . Aikman. I le que..tions and chaljocks."
lcnges his coaches as they draw
Now, Jeny Jones has decided up a game plan. but Jones said he
il~ time to do some coaching.
has never suggested a play or a
Having already served 3.'> his . formation on game da:'.
own general manager, business
· He looks very much like a
manager and personnel manager, coach on a chilly afternoon a.'> he
having
lransformed
the relaxes in his spacious off.cc
Cowboys from a money loser to decked ou_t in a blue coaching
the most valuable franchise in sweats and running shoe.~. He
professional sports, Jones said he has just ·come from n two-hour
coaching as li,is next great . practice in preparation for
challenge. · ··
· Sunday's game against the
"As the time goes . along, I - Washington Redskins at Texas
i:icture a unique general manag- Stadium, and he's up to speed on
er/coaching involvement on my everything· from · strategy to
part." he said in rui interview in injuries.
·
Jones knows that the suggcswhich he touched on a vari:ty of
topics, including the possibility tion of an NFL owner taking on
d a head coaching change and coaching duties will make headthe increasingly str.iincd rela- tines, and he empha~izes several
· tionship between Cowboys. times he's not interested in being
coach Barry Switzer and quar- the head coach of the Cowboys.
terback Troy Aikman.
However, he said he'll probably
"I won't be head coach," · move•-from his luxury owner's
Jones said. ~•But you will sec :t suite.at Texas Stadium to a·scat
very involved general manager in·the' booth with his coaching
in coaching a.~ts."
staff on game days.
lie. recall~ that hundreds of
"What I sec is potentially
•. people. predicted failure when he more football involvement a.~
bought the Cowboys and fired a things evolve," Jones said. "I've
front office stalT that included a always stopped short of what I
pair of Hall of Famcrs - Coach call the white line. But I think it
Tom · Landry and General will serve us well for me to ha\·e
Manager · Tex Schramm. lie . more input into pos.~ibly some of
knows his new idea will be met the decisions we make . in the
witll skepticism.
game. More than lil;ely, I might •
"I'm talking about pushing it . be silting in the box with the
to the edge," he said. "I want to . coaches. I won't do it this year,
try some things that haven't been but I sec it happening in the
done. Sure, we'll be criticized. future."
WASHINaroN rosr
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READY FOR THE FINALE: HeodCoochJonOuarlessgothershisplayersforapcp
talk at the end of practice lhursday at Mt:Ardrew Slodium. ·
•
·

FOOTBALL

continued from page 20
(3-6) has compiled 273.3 yrum
per game in total offense, while
the Salukis (3-7) bring an average of 323.3 yards per game
into Cape Girardc:lu.
Afier three consecutive balt!es against teams ranked in the
top 10 nationally in Division 1AA, Quarless' squad will not
face the same challenge dcfr.r.sively against the Indians that it
has faced in recent weeks.
SEMO's offensive average is
nearly half of what the Salukis
have allowed this season (456.6
yards per game).
But while SEMO may not
have the offensive firepower
that the Salukis arc accustomed
to seeing, the Indian~ do have
some w".apons. SEMO is led by
a three-pronged rushing attack,
including K.l>. Kolcosho,
Aaron Bryant and Uritt
. Margaux. 1bc trio has combined to rush for 944 yards P.!'.J
five touchdowns.
Quarterback Justin Martini ·
has followed up a solid 1996
campaign by tl1IOwing for 929
yards and seven touchdowns ·
this season with two games
remaining on tne lndians'
schcdule. Martini's favorite
receiver has been junior Dante

---- "

----

I hope we look at
it with the same
intensity th cit I
. k th ey (the
fhIn

Indians) .do.

Bryant, who · has caught 36
passes for 524 yards and five
touchdowns.
The Indians' defense, which
allows 300.7 yards per game
and 185.7 yard~ in the air, will
be faced with the task of slowing down Saluki quarterback
Kent Skornia nnd wide receiver
Cornell Craig.
SIUC's
record-breaking
wide receiver has caught a
school-best 53 passes this season for 981 yards, an average of
185 yards per catch. He has
scored nine touchdowns and
likely will top the 1,000-yard
total in Saturday's gaire.
Craig has sma.~hed SIUC's
record for yards in a sea.~on of
694, set by Wesley Yates in
1989. With two years remaining
at SIUC, the sophomore from
Louisville, Ky., is within striking distance of the Salukis'
record for most yards in a can:er

of 1,809, set by Justin Roebuck
from 1989 to 1992.
Quarless said Craig is
deserving of the honors, but
Quarles5 has been more
impressed with Craig's attitude.
"I think Cornell (Craig) will
address it (his season) the way I
like it to . be addressed,..
Quarless said. ''I'll let him cherish that when the season is over.
It shows· you what he can do
knowing he is getting the attention, and he's been able to
. respond."
.Ct-.iig and his Saluki teammates will need to finish the
season with another solid effon
for the season to end on a winning note. Although SEMO is
not a Division 1-M powerhouse, Quarless k!lows the
Indians will be prepared to play
their bi-state rivals.
"I think they're a better football team than I realized,"
Quarless said. "I do trunk . it
comes down to really .who
wants it the most and who prepares themselves mentally
more than the physical aspects
of the game. I think that plays a
big part.
"I think SEMO will be very,
very much prepared to play us.
I hope we look at it with the
same intensity that I think they
do. Hopefully, it will mean a lot
tous."

They arc supposed to be the con-·
stants, the anchors holding firm in
college baskctball 's swirling sea of
change. In a sport in whicl1 players
often leave before their eligibility
runs out, the stability of the coaches .
becomes the focal point upon which
alumni dollars are raised nnd television ratings generated.
But that stability is being threatened heading into the 1997-98 season.
More than a fifth of the 306
schools with Division I programs
will have new head coaches. The
recent reassignment 'of Liberty
Coach Jeff Meyer brings the number of coaching changes to 63 since
the end oflast season. Many left for
bettcr jobs, others were fired and a
few, includirg a legend named
D.:.1n Smith, simply retired:
The number of changes - representing a shade more than 20 percent - is the· second-largest since
the NCAA began keeping records
on coaching moves in 1950. The
only year when there were more
changes was 1987, when 66 cf290
Division I team.~ switched coaches.
In contrast, as recently as 1994,
there were only 33 changes among

BASKETBALL
continued from page 20
ventured 10 Carbondale. The
Salukis have played Providence
College and Syracuse University in
recent years, but the matchups were
on neutral sites in tournament play.
The Hurricanes, who replaced
the University of North CarolinaCharlotte on the schedule, are the
first of many challenging non-conference opponents for SIUC. The
Salukis face St Mary's College, St.
Louis University nnd Long Beach
State Unh·ersity before the confer-

301 schools:
1bc two winningest programs of
all time found themselves in the
market after Rick Pitino left
Kentucky for the Boston Celtics last
spring and Sdth, in a surprise
announcement, left North Carolina
for the golf course last month,
replaced by longtime.assistant Bill
Guthridge.
Another high-profile program,
Michigan, recently removed Steve
Fisher for alleged NCAA improprieties after an eight-year stint that
included three Final Fours and one
national championship.
But this coaching carousel is a
trend that seems to afllict programs
atevcrJ tier of Division I.
Some coaches wound up .with
better jobs - albeit interim posilions - despite not b.:ing rehired at
their fonner schools. After Brian
Ellerbe did not return to Loyola for
his fourth season .by: what was
calleJ "mutual consent" with
Athletic Director Joe Boylan; he
was hired as an assistant at
Michigan nnd later was named to
direct the Wolverines this season.
Ditto for Don Newman, who went
20-114 in five year.; at Sacramento
State nnd is now coaching Arizona
State after Bill Friedcr was fired.

encc schedule begins. The
· University of Oregon and the
University ofTulsa also present formidable opponents for the Salukis
shortly after MVC play gets underway in Dccemb::r.
Thunell said the competitive
schedule will only help the Salukis
in the long run.
·
'rille tougher the schedule you
play in the beginning, the better
you're going to be in conference,"
Thunell said. "And that is the most
important thing."
The Salukis tip off against the
University of Miami at 7 tonight at
SIUArena;
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PERSONAL PICKS:
WEEK OF Nov. 16

Corey Cusick
DE Sports Writer

Ryan Keith
DE Sports Editor
Rcconl: 93-57

Eagles at Ravens
Scohnwks at Saints
Rcdwns at Cowboys
Panthers at 49ers
Jel~ at Bea.rs
Raiders at Chargers
Bills ::t Dolphins ••
Monday nighl

Prediction: Tht Jtts stnd tht Btars rul•
ing again, whilt nE Campw lift Editor
BriQJI Ebers continues to play out his Coils'
fantasy ,·icte,rits on tht Playstarion.

Corey Cusick
DE Sports Writer
Record: 89-61

Canlin:ils at Giants
Falcons at Roim
Berigals at Steelers
Broncos at Chiefs
Packers at Colts
Oilers at Jai:uars
Vikini:,s at Lions
Pauiots at Bucs

HANDICAPPED:
Dawgs will ~tart season
without last year's leading
scorer Rashad Tucker.
DAILY EGYl"TIAN REl'ORTER

Eagles at Ravens
Senhowks :.t S:lints
Redskins at Cowbo)'S
Panthers :11 °49ers
Jets at Bea.rs
Raiders at Chargers
Bills at Dolphim •
• Moruhy night·

Prediction: Colts' coach Lindy fnjQJl/t
nttds 10 go into businrss with /laray Caray
QJld start selling 35-ctnt Bud,.,.tisrrs al lhe
stadium until tht Colts ,.,.;n a gamr.

Cardinals at Ginnis
Falcons at R.nim
Bengals at Steelers
Broncos at Chiefs
Packers at Colts
Oilers at Jai:uars
Vikini:s at Lions
Patriots at Bucs

SaIuki ·basketbalfsei)son tips off
5HAND£L RIOlARDSON

Rccml: 100-50

Oinlinals at Giants
Falcons at Roim
Beng:ils at Steelers
Broncos at Chiefs
Puckers at Colts
Oilers at Joi:uars
Viklni:s at Lions
Patriots at Bucs

regional championships. page 18 i ;-
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Eni:lcs at Ravens
Senhnwks at SainL~
Redskil'l'i at Cowboys
Panthers at 49ers
Jets at Bears
R<tlders at Chargers
Bills at Dolphins •
• Monday nii:J,t

Predictwn: Shm:l.tl's ntwsroom ntmtsis,
lht jolly rtd-haire,I giant, dtcidtd that
ShQJldr[ had mart of a chance of btating
him in an arm wrestling march than 1ht
Btars ho,·t in bearing lht Jns. Fol/cs, I hm·t
my {TIOntJ on tht jolly rtd-hairtd giant.

Shandel Richardson
DE Sports Writer
Rccml: 69-81

Cardinals at Giant~
Falcons at Rams
Bengals at Stttlers
Bron~ at Chiefs
Puckers at Colts
Oilers at Jai:unrs
Vikings al Lions
Patriots at Bucs

Engles at Ravens
Scohawks at Saints
Rcd\kin.~ at Cowboys
Panthers at 49ers
Jet~ at Bears
R.niders at Chargers
Dills at Dolphins •
• Mood.lynight
Prediction: Tuna yt~1tnlt1): Tuna Tcllnnm,-.:
But ntl·tr Tuna on Sunday in Sol,litr Fitld.
I/old lht MQ}v as Parcells & Co. join Afict
in Wonderland, and lht Btars gfrr tht Jets a
Miracle Whip 1hq'ff ntwr forget.

SIUC men's basketball player Dcirick
Tilmon will be confronlcd with his ultimate
test tonight when the power forw:ud measures
up against top competition al the Division 1-A
level.
TIimon and hi& ·Saluki teammate.~ open
regular-scaron play again~! the University of
Miami al 7 p.m. at the SIU Arena. The
Hurricanes, picked in ~ome pre-season polls
to finish third in the Big Ea.~t Conference,
boast one of the nation's most versatile forwanls in Ttm James.
James, a 6-foot-7 junior, averaged 14
poinl~ per game, 6.8 rebound~ and 2.2 blocks
la.~t season for the Canes. I le has lx.-cn tabbed
READy FOR
a.~ a pre-sca,;o:i All-Big Ea.~t pick this year.
GAME TIME:
TIimon, a junior -:allege transfer from
lliwa.~sce College where he averaged 13.2
Saluki basketball
()'linL~ per game and. IO rebounds, ha~ yet to
players jump For a
rebc:x:r.d a: ;,>rodice
play a regular-season game of Division I-A
ba.~kctball.
lhursdoy in
·
But TIimon is enthused about getting the
fo
. e!ll'ly opportunity to compete with a player of
preparation r
Jame.~· caliber.
tonighrs 7 p.m.
g;ime against the
"No disrespect to him (James), but to me
he's just another basketball player," Tilmon
Universily of Miami
said "'I've just got 10 play position defense
in the SIU Arena.
and try to make every shot he puts up to be
0ouc. lMY1N/
tough, and make him work hart! on defense."
n,;1y Ei.'Y1'1i.m
Without Rashad Tucker, the Salukis'
returning leading scorer.and rebounder from a · James Watt~ in the front court. Senior Shane
"The ,.xhibition was pitiful," sophomore
year ago, th<! team will have to rely heavily on Hawkins and junior Monte Jenkins make up foiward Chris Thunell said. "I know for sure
contribution from other players. Tucker ha..~ the Saluki back court.
the Big E.'l'it is a lot more physical. The big
been declared ineligible because of his acadcThe interior defense of the Salukis was thing for us will be rebounding because
mic situ;;tion until the NCAA rules on his eli- smrewhat a quc.~tioif mark for Saluki ~coach Miami can flat out rebound."
gibility.
Rich Herrin in Monday's night exhibition 79- · The Hurricancs•can oount on sophomore
"'We'll just ha,·e to go on wit.'lout him," 67 loss to the NBC Thunder. The Thunder's . forward Mario Bland to complement James
Herrin said. "It's kind of tough for u.~ to pre- in~ide tandem of Dave \Vilson and. Adam on the boards. The 6-fcc.-6, 265-pound Bland
pare. We try to play Rashad some of the time Leachman accounted for 2J points on I I-of- grabbed more than three rebound~ per game
(in practice) to get him ready to play because 17 shooting from the fi-=ld.
in limited action la.~t season.
The physical style of play in the Big East,
Miami's visit to the SIU Arena marks the
he's definitely one of our better players. I
don't have much to say until the NCAA which features national powers such as first time that a Big Ea.~t. opponent has
make.~ a ruling on iL"
Georgetown University, SyrJcusc University
In Tucker's absence, the SIUC starting and the University of Connecticut, could be of
lineup features Ttlmon, Thuncll and junior some concern for the Salukis.
SEE BASKETBALL. PAGE 19

Football Salukis facing final·gam_e of season
Saturday and be successful against
Southca.~t Missruri State University
· . in Cape Giranlcau, Mo.
·
"I'm concerned becau...e llhink it's
in the players' hand~," Quarlcss said
"I think they have to use it (emotion)
a.~ a springboanl. I think when you're
RYAN IC£1TH
3-5, you can still ch:tllenge them andDE SroRiS Eo!WR
say, 'You can become 6-5.' But now
you go the other way.
The SIUC football team ncr.-d~ just
"\Vi! talked 10 the seniors, likeone clement in Saturday's season wio;c, about ending up 4-7. For me
finale to make the off-season a little personally, I think· it's extremely
important."
. .
,
brighter for coach Jan Quarles.~ emotion.
The Salukis' lethargic play
One week after a lack of intensity Sa1urday against .Youngstown State
cost the Salukis a victory, Quarles.~ University cost them a chance· for a,
knows his f09tball team cannot play good showing against one of Division
with the same frame or mind , 1-AA's top teams. SIUC came out flat

LAST CHANCE: Dawgs
hope to end season with
victory over offensivelychallenged Indians.

u'ld fell behind early in a 34-10 loss to

~~;j

the Penguins in the Salukis' final
game at McAndrew Stadium in 1997.
· "I think the difference with •The Salukis ~
Youngstown State is this football to CoP.13
team never played Youngstown Giroraeau, Mo.,
· State," Quarless said. "You com- fur a season finale
pound that with the. defen~ they · against Southeast
played and the type of offense they Missouri State
run,' I think that was more or a con- University at 1
ccrn mentally than I realized So I p.m. Saturday.
t~in~thatwasp:utofthclackofemo- The~conbe
.uon. . . . .
.
hcaraat95.1
The Salukis enter Saturday's game WXLT-FMorat
with an offensive advantage that they http://www.5iu.
have rarely seen this sca~on. SEMO edu/godawgs..
SEE FO(?TDALL; l'AGE 19

